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Andrew Allcock

Houghton’s Fluid Intelligence Academy was officially opened in March.
Andrew Allcock was the only member of the technical press to attend
and has this exclusive report
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Suds are suds; discuss
Last issue (p10), the developer of CNC add-on voice recognition
system ATHENA observed that the limits of productivity gains via
much faster or powerful machine tools had all but been reached.
Dan Bagley said: “Today’s machines change tools in a flash and
offer top-end horsepower and torque. In terms of machine
productivity, there just isn’t that much frontier. The only frontier
remaining is in the man-machine scaling [ratio].”
He is broadly right. Large breakthroughs in equipment performance are increasingly
difficult to come by. The new frontier is high-tech Industry 4.0, of course – connected
automated production systems, together with information gathering that supports big
data analyses to deliver greater equipment uptime or that optimises process
performance. Engineering hardware is so yesterday, isn’t it?
Well, perhaps not. One area of some neglect has been the cutting tool/workpiece
interface and the role that coolant (suds) has in any outcome. Of course, coolant
makers have developed better and better products, but consideration given to a more
scientific analysis in production scenarios has been mostly absent, along with a
means to support it. The opening of Houghton’s first Fluid Intelligence Academy (p14)
aims to offer a solution to that, at least for the company’s major customers.
While Houghton, like other coolant manufacturers, has laboratories that can
develop and test products, this is not real-world application, as Kevin Smith,
Houghton senior vice president automotive and aerospace, president EMEA,
elaborated at the opening event. The company’s Fluid Intelligence Academy, based at
Blackburn’s Advanced Manufacturing & Automation Centre (AMAC), provides the
facilities and space for Houghton, its customers and partners to validate the
chemistry originated and benefits indicated in the coolant maker’s laboratories and
internal test facilities, allowing better focus on specific customer applications to gain
maximum process benefit.
As for Industry 4.0, it was highlighted that without taking into consideration the
coolant element, gathered data is missing a major process input; the condition of the
fluid – temperature, concentration, contamination – and its linkage to measured
events. Houghton offers services, software and equipment that will allow the closing
of that gap in data and the management of coolant in real time, and is able to
demonstrate that at the Fluid Intelligence Academy, too.
Quote of the day came from AMAC advanced manufacturing technical trainer Mark
Aspinall, who was speaking about a project recently undertaken – he has 30-odd
years’ manufacturing experience. “This project changed my perception of coolant.
I thought suds were suds.” They are not and, actually, never really were. ■
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News round-up

Sandvik’s smashing demonstration

Prestige car maker Porsche and
fellow German company Schuler AG
have chosen Halle an der Saale,
Germany, as the location for their
new smart press shop joint
development.

Sandvik has employed additive
manufacturing to produce a special
all-metal guitar that was put
through a challenging material
testing process – physical collision,
at speed, with a variety of stage-set
equipment (video: https://is.gd/
qukeﬁ). The project underlines the
company’s various strengths and
its capability to solve complex
challenges in metal.
Rock stars have been smashing
guitars on stage for decades – The
Who’s Pete Townshend, Jimi
Hendrix and, more recently,
Sweden’s Yngwie Malmsteen,
named by TIME Magazine as one of
the 10 greatest electric guitar
players in the world.
Sandvik employed additive
manufacturing to laser-melt
titanium powder to produce a
guitar neck that is just 1 mm thick
in places. The intention was to
highlight Sandvik’s ability to bring
different areas of expertise together

https://is.gd/agiwuf

Siemens technology group is to be
the integration partner for the
Volkswagen Industrial Cloud. The
input of Siemens will play a key role
in ensuring that machinery and
equipment from different
manufacturers at the 122
Volkswagen plants are networked
efficiently. Resulting data
transparency and analysis will lay
the technological foundations for
further productivity improvements at
VW factories. In addition, Siemens
and machinery and equipment
suppliers will make apps from the
MindSphere IoT system available in
the Volkswagen Industrial Cloud.
https://is.gd/lamoxa

5G mobile communications were
shown supporting an Industry 4.0style digital twin set-up at the
Hanover Messe fair last month. As a
pilot project, Ericsson and Comau
demonstrated a robot-based car
assembly line simulated as a digital
twin via virtual reality, combined
with tablet-displayed information.
https://is.gd/otosir
Omax Corporation, a manufacturer
of abrasive waterjet systems, and
Hypertherm, a US-based
manufacturer of industrial cutting
systems and software, have
successfully closed a previously-

announced agreement to establish
Omax as a wholly-owned subsidiary
of Hypertherm.

support to existing DP Technology
resellers, technology partners and
customers in the UK and Ireland.

https://is.gd/cugiko

https://is.gd/osonem

3D-printing specialist EOS is
celebrating its 30th anniversary.
Today, the German family-owned
enterprise has an installed base of
nearly 3,500 industrial 3D-printing
units. https://is.gd/uzimov

Accrington, Lancs-based G Parker
Aero Tooling Solutions is now
joined by the former cutting
tool operation of
American
aerospace group
Kaman
Corporation,
Kaman Tooling,
which is
located in
Burnley. The
acquired operation
will run as KTL Tooling.

Esprit CADCAM author DP
Technology Corp has opened its
first wholly-owned UK subsidiary.
The operation will offer direct

Comau took part in March’s MecSpa 2019 manufacturing exhibition in
Parma, Italy, where the company’s newly-developed wearable
exoskeleton, MATE (Muscular Aiding Tech Exoskeleton), was officially
displayed for the first time. MATE provides constant and advanced
assistance for arm movements in repetitive functions. A demonstration
saw MATE worn by an operator, together with two special accessories
produced by Siscodata: Back Saver and ID Glove. The required task was
the picking of components from a warehouse and their subsequent
automated palletising and de-palletising. https://is.gd/opayuy

8

to solve customer challenges –
these took in materials technology,
additive manufacturing and cutting
tools/machining.
Says Klas Forsström, president
of Sandvik Machining Solutions:
“We don’t make products for
consumers, so people don’t realise
how far in the forefront our
methods are. Creating a smashproof guitar for a demanding
musician like Malmsteen highlights
the capabilities we bring to all

https://is.gd/yotime

Mills CNC has created a new
division to provide a focal point for,
and drive sales of, its industrial and
collaborative automation business.
Called Mills CNC Automation, it was
created in late 2018 and is located

complex manufacturing
challenges.”
Sandvik engineers teamed with
renowned guitar designer Andy Holt
of Drewman Guitars to match
Malmsteen’s exacting musical
standards and his lightning-fast
playing style.
“We’ve had to innovate from the
top down. There’s not a single part
of this guitar that has been made
before. It’s a piece of art, really,”
Holt explains.

at Mills CNC’s Technology Campus
facility in Leamington.
https://is.gd/wowuca
Suppliers interested in climbing
on board GE Renewable Energy’s
Haliade-X project are being invited
to sign up for a number of UK
supply chain events.
https://is.gd/bicosu

A management buyout at UK metrology
equipment and
software provider
Measurement
Solutions has seen
new shareholders
buying into the business
with a view to leading a focused
expansion (pictured).
https://is.gd/wamuvu

Sandvik Coromant customers can
now customise a cutting tool online
(picture, next column), without
having to speak with a company

May 2019 www.machinery.co.uk
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sales representative. As a result, the
time to place an order is reduced
substantially, reducing overall tool
delivery time.
https://is.gd/uquvix
Stratasys has established two
locations in Cambridge and Derby.
The new sites will be home to
technical and business consultants,
as well as software developers from
the company’s GrabCAD software
arm. https://is.gd/kopedu
XYZ Machine Tools generated sales
of over £760,000 at a recent Devon
showroom clearance event. Some
17 machines were sold, covering
everything from a trainer lathe
through to the company’s flagship
UMC-5X simultaneous 5-axis
machining centre.

and manufacturing sectors.
https://is.gd/uyuvim

Product pick 10

Widia has published its Advances
2019 product catalogue, which is
now available in the UK from
Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC).
The 100-page publication
contains information on newlydeveloped products and extensions
to Widia’s range of solid carbide
and indexable insert style tooling.

Digital manufacturing

https://is.gd/aluhew

Chip-breaking tech

Guhring has published its latest
catalogue that details the arrival of
the company’s latest Pionex
threading line. The newly-developed
generation of flute-less and cut
machine taps have been developed
to reduce the required axial forces
and torque by up to 30%, while
additionally improving surface
finishes and tool life.
https://is.gd/axezad

https://is.gd/saziya

Citizen Machinery has incorporated its LFV (low frequency vibration) chip-breaking
technology into the 12-axis, 25 mm capacity Cincom D25-VIII sliding-head turn-mill
centre. https://is.gd/ofuved

FANUC industrial robot additions
FANUC UK has expanded its range of industrial robots by introducing two models:
the M-20iD/25 handling robot and the ARC Mate 120iD welding version.
https://is.gd/mokuza

CMM for 5-axis measurement duties
LK Metrology’s Altera range of CMMs has been coupled with Renishaw’s REVO-2
scanning system and multi-sensor technology to offer a 5-axis measurement
solution. https://is.gd/gasado

3D printing for the masses from Stratasys
The newly-developed Stratasys F120, which is part of the company’s F123 series of
FDM 3D printers, is said to bring industrial 3D printing to the masses.
https://is.gd/veyawo

Lightweight vehicle hemming tool

https://is.gd/miyuqu

Trumpf’s forthcoming Open House,
to be held from Tuesday 4 to
Thursday 6 June, will include latest
generation machines, lasers and
software, plus present a forum for
manufacturers to see how they can
benefit from Industry 4.0 and
explore the potential of networked
production using innovative Trumpf
TruConnect solutions that allow
step-by-step integration.
https://is.gd/kuhivi
Yamazaki Mazak made its third
consecutive appearance at the Get
Up To Speed with STEM (GUTS)
event, held at the Magna Science
Adventure Centre in Rotherham, on
27 March. GUTS, which is in its
ninth year, aims to highlight the
broad opportunities available to
young people in the North of
England who are keen on exploring
a future career in the engineering

www.machinery.co.uk

Sandvik Coromant has introduced
CoroPlus MachiningInsights, a digital
tool for monitoring the utilisation of
machine tools. The system gathers data,
brings attention to issues and provides
the information required to take action.

Comau is taking a step forward in digitally-enabled solutions for lightweight vehicle
manufacturing with its newly-developed robotic roller hemming process.
https://is.gd/jakoje

Small ABB robot is for small parts’ assembly
ABB has launched its smallest, lightest robot yet as part of the company’s growing
offering of solutions for small parts’ assembly. https://is.gd/isukiq
Romi Machines UK has taken on
two regional sales managers: John
Hawkins (above, right) for the
Midlands, North and Scotland, and
David Balfour (above, left), who will
look after Wales, the south of the
UK and Ireland.
https://is.gd/jowato

Blum-Novotest has
appointed Paul
Hodgkinson as
dedicated technical
sales engineer for
the UK. The company
has also celebrated its
best-ever month recently.

Robot vision unit boasts high accuracy
RARUK Automation’s Pick-it M-HD high definition 3D camera is suitable for the
detection of almost any small- or medium-size object, made from any material, at
higher accuracy than its Pick-it 3D Robot Vision unit. https://is.gd/jaloya

Heidenhain control option for XYZ heavy-weights
XYZ Machine Tools is offering the latest Heidenhain TNC 620 control
as a standard option across its heavy duty range of vertical
machining centres. https://is.gd/ofubos

VMC with 2.1 m X-axis from Doosan
Mills CNC, the exclusive distributor of Doosan machine tools in
the UK and Ireland, is now offering the DNM 6700XL vertical
machining centre (left), which features an X-axis of 2.1 m.
https://is.gd/covoma

https://is.gd/dewaxi
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As you like it
MCM’s distinctive horizontal machining centre-based solutions are now available
through RK International Machine Tools. Single-source, customer-adapted, fullyengineered automated solutions mark it out from the crowd. Andrew Allcock reports

B

ased in Piacenza, Emilia-Romagna region, some 56
miles south-east of Milan, MCM (Machining Centers
Manufacturing) has a history that stretches back
just 40 years, to 1978, and yet claims a top-five machine
tool builder ranking for its horizontal machining centres
and the flexible manufacturing systems that employ them.
Its client list is a veritable who’s who of well-known names
and global companies, many of them active in the
aerospace industry, which is a key target for the
company’s new UK agent, RK International Machine Tools
(https://is.gd/akecub).
The partnership between MCM and RK International
Machine Tools was sealed last June, with this
representing the Italian machine tool maker’s first foray
into the UK market; there are no MCM installations in the
UK. RK International, however, already boasts Italian
machine tool technology in its offer – grinding machines
from Robbi, Delta and Melchiorre, plus CNC lathes from
Comev.
Before getting into company and technology details
and differentiators, it is probably best to first clear up the
matter of MCM’s meteoric rise in such a short time. The
company’s original nine founders all had a machine tool
industry background gained with other companies in the
vicinity, a machine tool making stronghold, so a solid
knowledge base existed from the start. The focus was
narrow, with the original owners being keen, as a prime
focus, to produce the best technological solutions,
explains MCM CEO Gian Luca Giovanelli.

10

Some 30 years ago, the company set up a software
division, a core development being its jFMX FMS software
– more than 70% of the machines manufactured end up in
flexible manufacturing cells (single- or multi-machine
systems served by multi-pallet storage systems). But
following the company’s majority purchase by China’s
Zhejiang RIFA Precision Machinery Co in 2014 (a holding
of 80%; 100% then taken in 2016), the company’s
commercial growth has been impressive.

EXPANSIONARY PERIOD
In 2014, MCM had 228 employees and a turnover of
€46m; by 2018, those figures were 331 and €101m, with
this year anticipated as posting numbers of 370 and
€110m respectively. According to Giovanelli, growth at this
pace is not expected to continue, with a focus now being
placed on the company’s own operations. This includes
the construction of new offices and the consolidation of its
current three sites onto one with the building of a new
assembly hall that will add 30% capacity to its current
build potential, which stands at 75-80 machines/year;
machine values average €1m each. (This larger centre of
gravity will also make the company more attractive as an
employer, it is added.) And while the company buys in all
standard and machined components, the installation of a
modern MCM FMS as both demonstration and
development platform is also envisaged.
Medium- to large-size capacity machines are the
company’s forte, with tailored, engineered solutions a
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central plank. Supplying most of its machines into Europe,
with Italy, USA and China following, the aerospace sector
represents around half of the firm’s business.
Automotive/transport, energy and defence are other
prominent areas that take its technology. MCM has
delivered 2,500 machines to 30 countries.
Models range from the 800 mm3 capacity of the Clock
range, to the Jet Five series that boasts X-axis figures of
over 6,000 mm (see box below for more details).
A technical engineering department of 60 underpins its
offer, 18% of the workforce, which, says the CEO, is
“important to support all the flexibility we claim”. These
engineers support the design and development of all
critical elements of MCM’s machines, taking in: machine
structure; spindle heads; rotary table and tilting units;
working heads; tool management devices; coolant
treatment equipment; tools and pallet handling systems;
plus software. And this single-source capability for its
equipment is at the very core of the company’s offer.
It means that MCM can tailor machines as required by
customers, often engineering its solutions to fit a specific
floor area/layout and so maximise output per unit area for
its technology’s users.
So, machines can be supplied in left- or right-hand
style, with tool magazines along either the X or Z axes, for
example, while tool magazines can be located so that
tools are shared between machines, thus lowering cost.
Systems are also field-upgradeable, typically pallet, tool or
software elements.
It is an approach that few can match, and that’s rather
the point. Competing with volume-produced standard
offerings from other companies is not MCM’s game.
Based on this solid technology foundation, the offer for
customers is specified by MCM as: process design;
failure mode, effects and criticality analysis (FMECA);
design to capability; fixture design; tool specification
definition; part-programming; CADCAM technology;
process set-up; and statistical and reliability evaluations.
The company is also working to develop algorithms to
support analysis of collected machine data in the areas
of: spindle vibration; machine condition; and a ‘black box’
to detect crashes. “There is a lot of potential to increase
reliability,” offers Giovanelli.
And any delivered installation is supported through:
remote diagnostics; preventative and extraordinary
maintenance; system efficiency analysis; and full
availability of spare parts. Overall, both high reliability and
uptime result for MCM customers.
A specific technical development seen during a tour of
MCM that underlines the company’s engineered solutions
capability is a spindle head for grinding wheels that also
boasts a system of orbital and rotary control for a coolant
spindle, thus maintaining optimum coolant action at the
wheel. The toolchanger can manage both nozzles and
spindle-held tools. Part of a Clock 1000 5-axis machine-
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based system for
a Spanish
aerospace
company
controlled by a
major UK aircraft
engine
manufacturer, the
machine is the
central element in an FMS containing rails, robot arm on
the shuttle, loading/unloading stations, pallets stocking
units (supplied by MCM), as well as non-conventional
technologies machines (EDM), washing station and a
robot-deburring cell, all supplied by third parties.
Further demonstrating MCM’s ability to integrate
multiple machine and equipment units from other
companies into a complete manufacturing system is an
installation at an Italian subsidiary of a global oil and gas
equipment company. Here, three 5-axis Clock 700
machines are integrated with 20+ other machines/pieces
of equipment, all scheduled and managed using jFMX
software. The system takes in EDM drilling and die-sinking
units, measuring machines, a deburring robot cell,

Main picture, left,
FMSs are a core
competence for
MCM. Above, an
example of a
hydraulic manifold
produced by
customer Secondo
Mona (p12), and,
far left, MCM’s
main plant, where
expansion is
currently
underway

Quick fact box
Who’s ZheJiang RIFA Precision Machinery Co Ltd? A China-based company
principally engaged, according to Reuters, in the manufacture and distribution of
computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools – CNC lathes, CNC grinding
machines, vertical machining centres, horizontal machining centres, as well as
gantry machining centres, among others. RIFA also owns Italian machine tool
maker Colgar.
First major ﬂexible manufacturing system (FMS). In 1985, MCM supplied a
10-machine FMS to Lucas Girling (UK), featuring the first use of MCM’s
supervision software.
First aerospace sector order for MCM. In 1995, Dassault Aviation chose an
MCM flexible manufacturing system comprising four 5-axis Clock 900 mirror
machining cells. This was the first year that MCM took part in the in the
International Paris Air Show at Paris-Le Bourget, too.
Early adopter of linear motor technology. In 1997, MCM’s Forerunner was
one of the first-in-the-world applications of linear motors to a machining centre.
The company’s Jet 5 machines today employ linear motors.
LEAP engine titanium disk manufacturing system. In 2013, Safran Aircraft
Engines took a FMS system comprising 12 multi-tasking Tanks equipped with
dividing unit and special pallet changer.
MCM machine range, X-axis capacity. Clock – 800 & 1,200 mm;
Tank – 1,300, 600 & 1,900 mm; Tank G – 2,000, 2,600 & 3,000 mm;
Jet 5 – <3,000 mm.
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LEAD FEATURE ITALIAN TAILORING DELIVERS PERFECT PRODUCTION FIT

Right, a Tank G
model, and,
below, a Jet 5
unit. Examples
of machines in
build at MCM’s
plant. The
company is
responsible for
all aspects of
machine
design, so is
able to tailor
equipment as
required. It can
also upgrade
machines,
equipment and
software in the
ﬁeld
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washing machines, marking equipment, plus tool,
pallet, EDM storage/loading systems. MCM
examples this as one that demonstrates its
integration capability to the “maximum level”.
A recent milestone installation has seen
MCM deliver its first titanium blisk machining
system, to RIFA Aerospace in China. This takes
in two 5-axis Tank 1600 MTG units that
support both turning and milling, served by
multiple pallets held in a vertical store. A solid
billet of TA6V grade titanium is machined to
produce a 22-blade, 800 mm diameter blisk
whose blades are 246 mm in length and
feature a steeply inclined leading edge.
But right adjacent to MCM’s main HQ in
Piacenza can be found a good example of the
company’s small customers, Sa-Gi, a subcontractor that
was originally established some 30 years ago by a
farming family looking for a new business. With some 25
machines, eight of them multi-pallet MCM horizontal
machining centres (first one installed in 1997) each with
typically 400 tools and controlled by jFMX software,
unmanned running is key for this 23-employee operation.
An hour-or-so’s drive away from MCM’s headquarters
can be found aerospace firm Secondo Mona. A designer
and manufacturer of fuel systems as a core undertaking,
make-to-print represents some 40% of turnover.
Established 115 years ago, the company is today a
€47.3m turnover operation employing 295. The
company’s first MCM unit was installed some 15 years
ago – Secondo Mona was already a user of multi-pallet
machining centres from other well-known global
companies in its 50,000 m2 of factory space. That first
MCM machine, a Clock 700 was installed, says Luigi Bea,

workshop engineer, because
the company wanted a larger capacity
machine, yes, but also because it was a “good solution as
regards service and maintenance” (Clock 800 is now the
smallest MCM model, incidentally). MCM can effect
remote access to the company’s machines, with it the only
company that could offer that 15 years ago, it was
emphasised. Since first installed in 2005, the original
twin-pallet machine has been upgraded to an 18-palletover-two-levels set-up. MCM is described as “a partner for
the long-term in service and technological support” by the
company.
In an example of the complexity of the work undertaken
on one of Secondo Mona’s 5-axis Concept models
installed around 2008 (Concept is no longer available), a
hydraulic manifold for flight control on a modern jet fighter
requires 150 tools, 600 tool changes and 11 hours for its
finish machining (rough machining being carried out on
another machine). In this case, modularity of the tool
magazine was important in allowing improvements in
production, explains Bea.
Today, Secondo Mona has seven MCM multi-pallet
machines, which support both make-to-print and own
design part manufacture. The latest two are installed in a
new machining hall and are the first part of a potential
four-machine system. Currently there are two Tank 1300
5-axis machines served by 26-off 800 by 800 mm pallets,
with 28 pallet stations located over two levels, plus two
load/unload stations. The machines share a single tool
store set between them that holds 599 HSK-A100 tools.
This investment is required to maintain the company’s
viable competitive position; without it, Secondo Mona
would not be in the running for contracts put out to global
tender, says Bea, so a payback of anywhere from five to
eight years operates for this sort of installation, Machinery
was told.
Clearly, while MCM may spark little recognition in the
UK just now, its credentials cannot be called into
question. ■
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Intelligent development
Houghton’s Fluid Intelligence Academy was ofﬁcially opened in
March. Among the invited guests that comprised customers and
partners, Andrew Allcock was the only member of the technical press
to attend and has this exclusive report

A

t its core, the Fluid Intelligence
Academy has been established to
help manufacturers improve their
performance through better appreciation and
understanding of the critical importance and
effect of selecting the right cutting fluid and
then monitoring and maintaining it. Located
at Blackburn’s Advanced Manufacturing &
Automation Centre (AMAC), it is the first of a

series of such academies that the company
will roll out in various countries
Opened in September 2016, AMAC is a
£1.2m facility allied to 50-year-established
Training 2000 (https://is.gd/ejojov) through
which the latter delivers accredited and
bespoke training courses, utilising the latest
engineering equipment and technology.
Training 2000 had 600 engineering

Fluid Intelligence Ð four pillars
Expertise: health & safety; consultancy & training; technical & applications support;
account management; strategic partners; Fluid Intelligence Academy
Service: laboratory testing; technical services; engineering services; FluidTrend
performance monitoring software; FluidCare onsite engineers; FluidSupport visiting
service engineers
Equipment: storage, mixing & distribution; condition monitoring & control; fluid
maintenance & optimisation; environmental health & safety; cost recovery; waste &
water treatment
Chemicals: rolling, forming & forging; metal removal; heat & surface treatment;
degreasing & cleaning; metal protection; fire resistant & general lubrication
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apprentices on its books in November 2018
and supports 600 at Rolls-Royce (Derby,
Barnoldswick and Bristol) plus 600 RollsRoyce graduates in Derby. AMAC also
supports commercial use, such as new
product introduction, reverse engineering
plus R&D projects.
Opening proceedings at the March event
was Kevin Smith, Houghton senior vice
president automotive and aerospace,
president EMEA, who took up that position
some three years ago. He described the new
set-up as “the next stage in Houghton’s
journey, opening our very first Fluid
Intelligence Academy”.
Explaining the significance of the
academy, he continued: “Our team was
constantly striving to find the best solution
for each of our customers. But while we
were focused on solutions, there was a
missing ingredient from the mix. Why? We
were focusing on the 4-5% of cost in our
customer’s process [that coolant
represented]. I could see the same thing
happening in the areas of tooling,
processing equipment and maintenance –
everybody was working on their little part of
the process.
“So, I decided that Houghton [https://
is.gd/faripu] should expand this model and
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CUTTING OILS & COOLANTS PROMOTING TRAINING & THE SCIENCE

L to R: Houghton president and CEO Michael
J Shannon presents an award to Rolls-Royce
apprentice Charlotte Buffey for her work on
an AMAC/Houghton project; Lee Bowditch,
who leads Houghton’s Fluid Intelligence
team; and Kevin Smith, the company’s senior
vice president automotive and aerospace,
president EMEA

have a much more integrated way to help
our customers by working with other actors
in the process – including the equipment
manufacturer and the tooling manufacturer;
it seemed to me that if we worked more
closely, that would change things. And I
wanted Houghton to become the catalyst to
make that happen, getting everybody to work
together better.”
Flowing from that, Houghton opened its
first Customer Solution Centre in December
2016, in Turin, Italy, followed by five more –
Barcelona, Paris, southeastern Poland
(‘aviation valley’), Dortmund and
Manchester. All were opened in the space of
just two years.
These, explained Smith, are “designed to
nurture innovation in products, processes
and solutions tailored to customers needs”.
They are a place of “collaboration with
customers and strategic alliance partners”.
They aim to allow “a quantum leap in
improvements in performance and bring
value to our customers”. Customer Solution
Centres are, said Smith: “The gateway into
the Houghton experience. Experience and
expertise that help you get what you’re
looking for and getting results faster.”
He added that these centres had seen
“a lot of traffic” in the last two years. And
while companies within the same industry

www.machinery.co.uk

segment may share common issues, Smith
said that experience had confirmed the
company’s thinking that each individual
company had its own specific needs and
that demanded tailored solutions. This
approach is encapsulated within what
Houghton calls ‘fluid intelligence’ – the
ability to apply what it has learned in novel
ways in different situations, “to be agile,
flexible and fluid”. This approach is the
focus of the company’s Fluid Intelligence
Team, set up this year. But the decision to
open this first academy was driven by a
number of factors, Smith continued,
speaking to an audience comprised mostly
of customers. He said: “First, there’s a real
hunger for learning; your workforce is
constantly changing, our workforce is
constantly changing. And with those
changes, experience gets lost. So how do
we ensure that there’s a continuous pool of
knowledge within your organisation, as well
as in ours? We share the same problem. So,
there is a need for continuous training.
“Second, we need qualified people that
not only understand mechanical issues, but
also how the chemistry interacts and has a
role in this process. You can’t have an
optimised system, without considering
both.” On this point he added that it is a
common issue in many countries, saying it
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is a flaw in education. “To me that needs to
be resolved,” he noted, moving on to his
next point.
“My third observation is that while we
each know quite a lot about the machining
process, such as cutting and grinding, there
is an increased appetite to increase
efficiencies in these processes, and a need
to further advance the science. So, how the
coolant technology interacts with the cutting
tool or the grinding wheel.
“All these observations made it very clear
to me that Houghton needed to invest more
in education and science.”
The company has, in fact, been working
with Training 2000 for some time, and Smith
says he has been impressed with its work in
training apprentices and upskilling. And
Houghton’s input has brought training about
coolants and health and safety to the
Training 2000/AMAC mix, too.
The coolant expert has also worked with
Training 2000/AMAC on a technical project,
led by Rolls-Royce material laboratories
apprentice Charlotte Buffey, that looked at
machining performance in titanium
associated with different coolants. This
followed the practical demonstration of what
Houghton had already engineered in its
laboratory in reducing cutting forces by 18%
during cutting. And with his 30-odd years in

Rainer Hoerbst, central Europe business
development manager, Fluid Intelligence
Solutions, explains how FluidControl and
FluidTrend software deliver beneﬁts
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manufacturing, the tests changed AMAC
advanced manufacturing technical trainer
Mark Aspinall’s views fast, as he said: “This
project changed my perception of coolant.
I thought suds were suds.”
More such projects with machine and
tooling suppliers will be undertaken, since
validating new chemistry and exploring
capabilities in the real world are very real
AMAC benefits for Houghton, its customers
and partners.
Houghton’s president and CEO, Michael J
Shannon, added his comments to underline
that real-world benefit. “Our mission in life is
to create value for customers, and the way
that we do that is to partner, to work closely
with customers on what their problems are.
Part of that is listening, and until you get the
opportunity to really sit down and see

together what the issues are, it’s all inside
minds, on your own. The academy is the
next evolution of how we create solutions.
In our labs we have equipment that is a
close simulation of real life, but when you
come to a place like this, it’s that next
evolution; something that is closer to what
customers do on a regular basis.”
According to Lee Bowditch, EMEA
business development manager, Fluid
Intelligence Solutions, it is anticipated that
the new academy will welcome some 20-30
customers annually, with those having a
spend, or potential spend, of £100,000+/
annum with Houghton the favoured targets,
although that is not a hard and fast number,
he emphasised.
The Fluid Intelligence Team that he leads
has activities that rest on four pillars:

experience and knowledge gathered across
more than 150 years in all industry sectors;
laboratory and manpower services;
Houghton’s equipment solutions; and,
finally, the company’s portfolio of
metalworking fluids. And under those four
are various detailed elements (see box p14).
So, supplying metalworking fluids “is today
just a part of the solution that we can offer
our customers”, he explained.
And in referring to the company’s offer,
combined now with the Fluid Intelligence
Academy, he said: “I can’t think of any other
company in the UK that can offer this
package. The whole Fluid Intelligence offer is
around developing long-term technical
partnerships. We don’t want to work with
customers for one or two years, we want to
work with them for decades.” ■

FluidTrend software – Houghton already offered Houghto-Trend
FluidWorker – A UV light-based bacteria control system. Within a
software, but the new cloud-hosted FluidTrend system revealed at few hours, 99.9% of bacteria decompose, the company claims.
the event can provide metalworking fluid management information FluidControl – This automatically measures, analyses and
anywhere, supporting company internal activity or Houghton’s
monitors water-soluble metalworking fluids. Supplied on a lease
FluidCare service. Machines having
basis, the system continuously
QR codes that can be scanned by a
records all relevant parameters
data logger, with a form on the data
and, using real-time
logger then filled in with the various
measurement analysis results,
health & safety and fluid checks
FluidControl initiates quality
(automated data entry is under
assurance methods, including
consideration, paired with
automatic control of coolant
appropriate equipment to collect
level and concentration. Thanks
status and take corrective action).
to a sophisticated cleaning
That data is then transferred to and
process, sensors stay clean for
displayed via FluidTrend, with
a long time, making the system
configurable reports/dashboards
extremely low-maintenance.
visible, as well as maintenance
Shown allied to FluidTrend
needs scheduled. The system can
software, data about machine/
be used with non-Houghton
process parameters can be
metalworking fluids (just as
linked to coolant parameter
Rob Davey, northern Europe business development manager, data, allowing process variability
FluidCare takes in third-party
Fluid Intelligence Solutions, gives an overview on FluidMix
products, too) and is offered free as
causes to be fully investigated –
part of a partnership arrangement for
Industry 4.0, underlined Rainer
some customers or as a paid-for service for others.
Hoerbst, central Europe, business development manager, Fluid
(FluidTrend video: https://is.gd/efocaf)
Intelligence Solutions
FluidMix – Having an 800 litre header tank water capacity, this
Freddy Bowser – Houghton has worked with Freddy (https://
can deliver up to 90 l/min of mixed coolant at a maximum
is.gd/aqujiq) for some five years on major projects and together
distance of 300 m. It has three pumps: draw, mix and distribute.
the pair have come up with a bowser that can be used to support
It uses an impeller pump to deliver a “tighter mix”, which delivers
Houghton’s FluidCare service. Critically, the 200 or 300 l unit has
“huge benefits” for both coolant and tool life. Different mix
two baffles in it, unlike others, so instability caused by sloshing
concentrations can be set for multiple machines. There are 12
of liquid is eradicated. Also, it has a fluid level check, again
reference sites in the UK already, with a 15% reduction in coolant unlike competition, while it easy to clean out, again unlike
consumption typical.
available alternatives.
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On the day, ﬁve stations underlined
elements of the company’s equipment/service offer

TURNING NEWS IN THE ROUND

Okuma technology
delivers heavy duty
turning for JJ Hardy
& Sons

No bar to investment
Hartlepool subcontractor JJ Hardy & Sons opts for Okuma Genos
L3000e turn-mill centre; Rotec installs automated Nakamura NTRX
300 for one-hit production; Arrowsmith plumps for multiple Doosan
Lynx models in plant upgrade move; plus WFL Open House news

H

artlepool subcontractor JJ Hardy &
Sons specialises in supplying the
rail, oil and gas, and energy
sectors. At the end of 2018, it replaced
an ageing lathe with an Okuma Genos
L3000e turn-mill centre (NCMT, https://is.
gd/pucuxe). Maximum turning diameter is
300 mm, although the machine has been
equipped with a Hydrafeed MSV65 bar
magazine (https://is.gd/ocihol) having
programmable bar size capability. With a
spindle liner and collet chuck, bar capacity is
65 mm for the Genos, although 70 mm is
possible with a three-jaw chuck, a stock size
JJ Hardy rarely exceeds.
The first job on the machine, which
involved turning and milling a batch of parts
from brass bar, resulted in each component
emerging from the lathe 26% faster than
previously. And with the programs written as
before, the saving is purely down to higher
speeds and feeds, as well as the possibility
of increased depths of cut. The machine has
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box slideways in X and Z to support heavy
cutting, with power delivered by a 20 kW
spindle
More recently, at the end of March 2019,
a batch of 400 components turned and
drilled from 40 mm diameter mild steel bar
showed an almost identical saving. Each
part previously took 225 seconds to produce
and is now completed in 165 seconds on
the Okuma. The one-minute reduction per
part translates into more than six-and-a-half
hours saved, an economy that allowed the
subcontractor to hold the price for the
customer.
Andrew Pailor, JJ Hardy’s managing
director since 2002, comments: “With
material costs going up all the time,
purchasing new machinery to bring cycle
times down is helping us to increase our
competitiveness and win new business.
“We identified a requirement for another
turn-mill solution and recognised Okuma as
the leading manufacturer of machinery to fill

that need. We did not think we could afford
one, but NCMT’s help made it possible.
“The supplier’s professional service
included the allocation of an engineer to
lead the project, a site survey at the outset
and a week’s on-site training after the
machine was delivered. The relationship has
developed really well.”
A suite of options in the proprietary
Okuma OSP control enables extensive
functionality, such as chatter suppression,
to be progressively harnessed as the
subcontractor becomes familiar with the
machine. And a customisable, multi-touch
panel and improved rendering result in
intuitive graphical operation.
Concludes Pailor: “The Genos L3000e is
an operator-friendly machine that simplifies
cleaning, filtration and maintenance. It is a
one-saddle lathe that is strong and compact,
ideal for cutting a wide range of exotic
materials with ease.
“The integral spindle motor provides high
machining capacity, while rigid guideways
absorb powerful cutting forces. Additionally,
the lathe’s thermo-friendly construction
automatically compensates for temperature
changes on the shopfloor to maintain tight
tolerances.”
At Evesham-based Rotec Engineering,
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a new Nakamura NTRX 300 from the
Engineering Technology Group (https://is.gd/
ulufay), supported by CIMCO CADCAM/DNC
software from the same supplier, is
delivering reduced set-up times and allowing
lights-out manufacturing. The NTRX 300 is a
‘cross-over machine’, it having a milling
head and two rotating spindles. Capacity is
framed by a 640 mm turning diameter and
1,100 turning length.
Says Paul Butler, managing director and
owner of Rotec: “It is a great machine.
We’ve been involved with Nakamura for
some time and its technology is extremely
reliable, very fast and very accurate.
“In our endeavour to move forward and
expand, we wanted a machine with all of
these attributes that we could also program
directly from our CAM system with full 5-axis
turning.
“We found that just focusing on cycle
time wasn’t the right way forward for our
business. There is often a lot of downtime
between jobs, so the whole idea of this
investment is to apply the CAM system and
the machine flexibility to reduce our set-up
times.
“Now, we can set-up complex jobs very
quickly and, with a bar feed and auxiliary
loader, we can run these challenging parts
unmanned and they come off the machine
complete.”

without any labour costs.”
At leading aerospace precision
subcontract specialist Arrowsmith
Engineering, Mills CNC (https://is.gd/edocag)
has installed four Doosan Lynx 2100 series
lathes, along with a single Doosan DNM
4500 vertical machining centre. They were
all installed at Arrowsmith’s 20,000 ft2
facility in the latter half of 2018, between
August and December, and are being used
to machine a range of complex, high
precision parts for the aerospace sector –
specifically aero-engine and aircraft braking
system components. Materials tackled
include titanium, nimonics, nickel-based
alloys and magnesium.
The Lynx machines take in three model B
units and one model A. All have 8” chucks,
but the model A has a 51 mm bar capacity
and 6,000 rpm spindle, while the model Bs
boast a 65 mm bar capacity and 4,500 rpm
top speed.
The significant machine tool investment
was made following the completion of an
extensive internal and external research
programme, undertaken by Arrowsmith in
partnership with an NCML (National
Manufacturing Competitiveness Levels)
assessor, and separately with Cambridge

Judge Business School, to review current
performance and help direct future business
growth.
Established in 1967, Arrowsmith is
successful and ambitious, claiming an
impressive 46% growth for 2018 that
included a dramatic growth in export sales.
The company expects to have achieved a
further 20% growth in 2019.
Explains Jason Aldridge, managing
director at Arrowsmith Engineering: “If you’re
not investing in the future, you are moving
backwards. We are part of the global
aerospace supply chain and, as such, are
competing every day with the very best
manufacturing companies in the world.
Everything we do is built around supplying
our customers with high quality machined
parts, delivered on time and in budget. We
assess and review our performance
continually. If and where improvements can
be made, we make them.”
Arrowsmith was selected to pilot the
NCML programme in 2018. Says Aldridge:
“We worked with NCML to help improve our
competitiveness and to ensure, in the
future, that we were achieving the highest
levels of customer satisfaction possible.
“Part of the process involved the NCML

DAY & NIGHT WORKING
During the day, staff can set-up complex,
automotive and F1 parts, whilst during the
night they can look at processing parts that,
historically, would be milled components.
Continues Butler: “ETG put forward
CIMCO as a possible solution. This software
system is networked and can work across
multiple machine tool brands, which suits us
perfectly. It gives us a very good view of our
efficiency and we have it in a pictorial view
so we can instantly see how efficient we
have been over the last 12 hours, three
days, one month or two months. We can
also generate reports for our meetings, so
we can analyse performance.”
ETG’s Steve Brown concludes: “Our
technical experts are increasingly taking on
a number of ‘lights-out’ production projects
each month, where we will work with
subcontractors to explore the possibility of
producing components through the night
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Rotec is using its Nakamura NTRX 300
to support unmanned production
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Arrowsmith installed multiple
Doosan Lynx units as part of a
facility upgrade

assessor talking directly with our customers
and to ascertain, from them, our strengths,
as well as areas that could be improved.”
Integral to working with NCML was
Arrowsmith’s determination to retain its
SC21 accreditation (which it has), and to
secure new business opportunities within
the aerospace supply chain.
At the time, the firm was mostly involved
in developing processes for machining
standard aero-engine parts (M: Issue), but
wanted to secure production contracts
(F: Issue) to tackle production parts.
Continues Aldridge: “The NCML process

was invaluable and identified a number of
areas where improvements could, and
should, be made.” An area highlighted
concerned the machine tool technologies
used by the company – some of which were
both considered and perceived ‘not to be
leading edge’.
Aldridge again: “It’s one thing getting
feedback, but another acting upon it.
We were able to ascertain, from these
discussions, the type of machine tool
technologies that were favoured and
endorsed. Doosan machine tools were
mentioned, positively, a number of times.”

Armed with this information, engineers
from the aerospace specialist set about
researching the machine tool market and, as
part of the process, attended the biennial
MACH manufacturing technology event in
April last year, where they visited Mills
CNC’s stand. Amongst the 16 machines
showcased on the company’s stand were
the latest Lynx 2100 series lathes and the
new DNM 4500 vertical machining centre.
Says Arrowsmith’s managing director:
“Doosan machine tools have a reputation in
the market for their high performance,
reliability and affordability – and Mills CNC is
respected and well regarded for its proactive
and well-resourced after-sales service and
support operations.
“Having seen the machines in action and
talked to Mills CNC’s sales and applications
engineers about our requirements, we
decided to place the five-machine-tool order
with Mills CNC.
“We are now better prepared and
resourced to handle much more production,
as well as development work from both our
existing and new aerospace customers.” ■

WFL Millturn Technologies
At this year’s technology meeting, WFL Millturn Technologies
(Kyal Machine Tools, https://is.gd/ebeced) set a new visitor
record, with numbers up almost 20%. And while most of the
guests travelled from Austria, Germany and neighbouring
countries, those from further afield included Chinese, American,
Brazilian and Arabian participants.
Innovations at the event included:
■ Together with its subsidiary FRAI
Elektromaschinenbau GmbH, WFL
Millturn Technologies put togerther a
robot cell with transport trolley pick-up/
drop-off spaces and gripper exchange
system for the M30-G Millturn (pictured).
The machine is equipped with an
automatic gripper exchange system with
two different gripping heads, for shaft
components and chuck parts. Two
individually-controlled parallel grippers
are arranged next to each, so that the
shaft components can be picked up in two gripping positions. The
parallel grippers feature jaws mounted on a fast adjustment
system. The grippers cover all blank and finished part diameters.
■ For the first time, WFL Tooling Solutions presented innovative
tools that guarantee improved accessibility and an outstanding
level of flexibility when used on complex workpiece geometries.
Incorporating sensor technology, the machine is able to identify
load peaks and respond to them in real time. WFL is setting new
standards in measurement technology, too. A profile can be
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scanned in high resolution with the help of a scanning measuring
probe, without the workpiece having to be unclamped from the
machine.
■ The new WFL DATA Analyzer provides an overview of the entire
production line. Production data on machine statuses can be
recorded and responded to rapidly using
smartphones, tablets, laptops or a PC.
Key figures on production are available
to the user in real time.
■ With Siemens MindSphere, the cloudbased, open IoT operating system, WFL
presented another efficient solution for
connecting products, plants, systems
and machines in a user-oriented
manner. The data gathered can be
analysed in MindSphere, allowing
machines to be monitored. Users gain
new knowledge that can be used to
increase the productivity, reliability and
efficiency of their equipment.
■ In addition to the ManageMyMachine (MMM) 1.5 app, and
building on Siemens’ MindSphere, WFL offers a digital pay-peruse model. The app records spindle loads, temperatures and
drive energies. Machine statuses are captured in real time and
billed fully automatically, in line with the previously agreed hourly
rate. The machine thus only costs money when it is effectively
earning money. This brings huge advantages, as the more the
machine is used, the less expensive it becomes.
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Unitrunk has adopted sheet/part handling
automation to further boost efﬁcient
production in its Amada shop

Automated efficiency
Automated Amada punch presses suit cable trunk maker Unitrunk; Allsops favours
Bystronic hardware & software; Prima Power automated system suits boiler maker’s needs

C

able management solutions company
Unitrunk is the largest user of Amada
(https://is.gd/otegup) sheet
metalworking machinery in Northern Ireland.
It has adopted sheet/part handling
automation to further boost efficient
production.
Says the Lisburn-based firm’s process
engineer, Mark Cartmill: “Our growth over
the past decade has been driven through
production efficiency on the shopfloor, as
well as manufacturing automation, without
any increase in additional labour.”
With over 50 years’ experience, Unitrunk
is a multi- million turnover business with
105 employees that is supported by six
sales and distribution depots across the UK
(Livingston, Durham, Manchester,
Wolverhampton, Bristol and Harlow), as well
as another in Dublin and a sister company
(Vantrunk) in Runcorn.
In the company’s latest production
technology move, an Amada CS stockyard
automation system has been linked to two
Amada EM series punch presses (one
existing and one new) that are fed by LIII
loaders and unloaded by TK-3015R part
picker/removal units.
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The part pickers’ ability to automatically
stack completed parts from the punch
presses contrasts with the previous
requirement for manual labour to shake
parts from the skeleton sheet – the result is
all the benefits of automation with no
compromise on quality.
Continues Cartmill: “Previously, we had
stand-alone punch presses with Amada MP
load/unload systems, but with the CS
stockyard we now have no waiting for
material to arrive or leave. In addition, we
can process a much wider range of material,
without any manual intervention
whatsoever.”

UNMANNED PRODUCTION
The system offers full unmanned production,
easy stock management, part picking/
stacking and, with the addition of the new
Amada EM-3612ZR T punch press, fully
automated tool selection in approximately
10 seconds (in hidden time while the sheet
is running), providing high levels of flexibility.
Unitrunk completed a thorough review
process, assessing a number of stockyard
automation systems before opting for the
Amada CS from a final shortlist of two. The

company is currently in the process of
writing upwards of 15,000 programs for the
new system and is hopeful this task will be
complete within 12 months.
Continues the process engineer: “We only
run a single shift, so we need to maximise
our unmanned production capabilities. With
the previous MP loaders, we could only
unload up to three tonnes at a time, but with
the CS we can run continuously. Moreover,
we could only load two gauge sizes with the
MP loaders, whereas now we can run any
gauge size and any material type.
Changeovers are automatic and take just twothree minutes, in comparison with having a
manual process previously that relied on a
forklift truck and driver.”
Describing the CS system as very easy to
use, he says that the company typically
processes 0.9 and 1.2 mm thick galvanised
steel sheet, but sometimes up to 3.0 mm for
specials. The company also processes
stainless steel and black steel (ungalvanised) product ranges.
Graham Milligan, operations director at
Unitrunk, says: “We never sell on price, we
sell on factors such as quality and
serviceability – making products that are
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easier or quicker to install, so that users can
save time and money on site. Investment in
the quick-turnaround automated punching cell
is a way of future-proofing our business and
helping sales to grow even further. Moving
forward, we will probably look at greater
integration with our folding machines. For us,
it’s all about reducing dead time between
processes.”
For a company in control of its own
product designs, punch presses clearly still
have a role to play. But for subcontractors,
laser profiling is often the typical sheet metal
profiling technology. Such is so at Holmfirthbased sheet metal design and engineering
specialist Allsops. It has progressed from CO2
lasers to fibre laser cutting, resulting in
significant financial savings for the company.
Automation plays a role here, too.
The company’s previous lasers were
replaced in 2015 and 2016 by a Bystronic
(https://is.gd/unokom) BySprint Fiber and
then a ByStar Fiber, both of 6 kW
specification and of 3 by 1.5 m sheet
capacity. They are supplied with material from
ByTrans handling units that were formerly
fitted to the CO2 machines. Sheets are
delivered to machines, laser-profiled
components held in skeletons removed –
manual ‘de-skeletoning’ operates.
Mild steel from 1.2 to 3 mm thick is
mainly processed and for these gauges –
even up to 6 mm – the production output
from each of two Bystronic fibre laser
machines is at least three times that of the
previous CO2 models they replaced, added
to which running costs are much lower. But
while thinner gauges of mild steel constitute
a majority of the material going through the
machines, plate up to 25 mm thick is also
cut, as is stainless steel and aluminium up
to 30 mm.
During 2018, the company upgraded its
bending capability with the addition of two
Xpert 40 Bystronic press brakes having a
bending length of 1 m and a stroke of
200 mm. Raising the number of press brakes
on site to 11, these latest, smaller models
provide a much more efficient platform for
bending smaller parts.
These machines are highly efficient,
according to Allsop’s production director,
Lyndon Tyas. “With these inherently fast
bending cells, all of the upper and lower
tooling is to hand in drawers on the left- and
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right-hand sides of the machine and the
operator can remain seated when loading
them.
“Tool positions are automatically
calculated as a part of the program, and
flashing LEDs on the front of the upper beam
instruct the operator where to mount the tool
segments.
“The ergonomic configuration means that
setting up the machine is rapid, typically 15
minutes for a straightforward part. Accuracy is
high – we easily hold ± 0.5 mm, more than
good enough for most jobs, and we can even
halve that tolerance, if required.”

SOFTWARE SUITS BOTH TECHNOLOGIES
Both fibre lasers and press brakes are
programmed via Bystronic’s BySoft 7
software. It results in seamless, rapid
progression from cutting the blank to
bending, and guarantees accuracy of the firstoff part – invaluable when dealing with
prototypes and short runs. The software
includes bending sequence simulation to
identify any impending collisions.
Allsop’s technical director, Stephane
Lericolais, explains the software’s
importance: “We previously used generic
programming software for laser cutting and
bending, but since 2010 we have
standardised on BySoft 7. It imports our
customers’ 3D CAD models, flattens them

and automatically generates programs offline
for cutting the parts, nesting them optimally
within a 3 by 1.5 m sheet, and then bending
them accurately.
“We know that the first part will be within
tolerance, whereas previously, before
producing a prototype or starting a batch run,
we would have to cut a blank, calculate the
bend allowance, fold the part, check it for
accuracy and have to do the same again,
perhaps once or twice, before the job was
right. All of this created expensive scrap and
took much longer.”
Prima Power (https://is.gd/ohuxaj) can
point to an automated installation in the UK
that takes in multiple processing
technologies, a fully-automated line for
punching, shearing and laser cutting sheet
steel parts at a maker of domestic heating
boilers.
The system comprises two fully automatic
machines, the first being a ‘Shear Genius
1530’ and the second a ‘Combi Genius
1530’ – both of which are connected to a
common ‘Night Train’ multi-station, cassettebased storage and loading system, which
allows the machines to run lights-out in full
automation mode.
‘Shear Genius’ punches and shears parts
and is designed for the complete processing
of parts from sheet or blank, without need of
secondary operations and materials handling.

Bystronic lasers, press brakes and software
are an efﬁcient combination at Allsops.
Lyndon Tyas (left), production director at
Allsops, talks with Bystronic UK’s Andrew
Richert, sales manager for the UK and Ireland
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An example of Prima Power’s Shear
Genius technology served by Night
Train automation
It boasts a 300 kN punching force and a
turret capacity of up to 384 tools. After
loading to the machine, the material is
positioned and controlled beneath the turret
head by a high speed, servo-controlled gripper
system, which works in synchronisation with
the punching unit. The punching unit can be
fitted with an optional intelligent ram, allowing
even greater use of multi-tool units in the
turret and further increasing the machine’s
flexibility, efficiency and output. Forms, holes,
cut-outs and features can all be produced at
high speed and with no skeleton or material
waste.

On completion of the punching process,
components are automatically moved to a
high speed shear station that cleanly and
accurately separates parts from the sheet,
ejecting them from the machine to optional
collection or automatic unloading systems.
Complementing the ’Shear Genius 1530’,
the customer also added a ‘Combi Genius
1530‘ for greater versatility and output
capacity, with the second machine offering
both punching and laser cutting processes in
a single solution.
The ‘Combi Genius‘shares the same
punching system, material control and turret

design, but with the shearing unit replaced
with a laser (3 or 4 kW) fibre laser that allows
for the fast and accurate cutting of more
complex shapes and features, without the
need for specific tooling.
Providing material storage and automatic
loading for each machine, ‘Night Train’ picks
materials from their storage positions and
brings them to the automatic loading
elements of each machine, concurrently with
the machine processes taking place and
ensuring uninterrupted operation with
processed pieces being ejected by the
machines to automatic unloading stations. ■

RMT Air Toggle Presses are
designed for reliable high
speed piercing, forming,
cutting, trimming,
coining and assembly
operations.
They combine
efficient air operation,
rugged construction
and reliable safety
features to provide top
value compared to
small hydraulic or air
clutch presses.
Wide range of sizes is available to suit
every application – 10 standard models
ranging from 3 to 20 tons.

HILTON ROAD, COBBS WOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ASHFORD, KENT TN23 1EW
Tel: Ashford (01233) 631554 Fax: (01233) 631888
Web: www.mjallen.co.uk E-mail: sales@mjallen.co.uk
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Alitech chose
Hermle for its
second 5-axis
machine and
likes its superior
performance

Throttling up the
productivity level
Alitech installs 5-axis Hermle; brake specialist relies on hyperMILL CAM software; MH Development
Engineering sets up machining facility using Haas equipment. Steed Webzell has more
ubcontractor Alitech Precision, which
specialises in supplying motorsport
and automotive customers from its
Silverstone facility, installed its first 5-axis
vertical machining centre in March 2017. This
machine was the company’s fifth VMC and
was joined in December last year by another
5-axis machine from a different source,
German manufacturer Hermle, which supplied
a C400 through sole UK sales and service
agent Kingsbury (https://is.gd/exevoc).
The original 5-axis machine, an entry-level
model, delivered several advantages for
owner and managing director Darren Cudd,
who started Alitech in September 2014.

S
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For instance, he says he was delighted with
the more economic process routes that could
be established, but there were two snags.
One was a shortage of capacity, despite
operating 24/5 and at weekends, as Alitech
had been doubling turnover every year since
its formation. Additionally, the company had
progressed from producing mainly prototypes
and limited batches of components to larger
runs of typically 20-off complex parts, such as
race car uprights. As a result, work would
often be queuing for up to one month – an
unacceptably long lead-time in this sector.
A further difficulty was that Formula One
teams were asking the subcontractor to
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supply an increasing number of aluminium
moulds for making carbon fibre components.
The first 5-axis machine struggled to hold a
tolerance better than ±50 micron, so as
much as five hours of manual finishing and
polishing were needed on every mould to
remove witness marks left by cutter stepovers.
Says Cudd: “Hand-finishing has been
reduced to about one hour per mould since
the Hermle C400 took over production, as
the temperature-compensated machine is
able to hold ±4 micron. This saves a lot of
manufacturing cost. Dimensional tolerance is
fairly open at ±0.1 mm, which is easy to hold.
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Alcon is producing toolpaths
using hyperMILL from Open Mind
and saving time Ð up to 50%

However, with our other 5-axis machine, the
variation introduced by five hours of manual
step blending between the final milling cutter
passes risked using up the accuracy held
during machining, sending the mould out of
tolerance. On the Hermle, this problem does
not occur as the step-overs are barely
discernible, so there is little to polish out
before achieving the surface finish that our
customers require.”
After the race season, the Hermle will be
deployed on the 5-axis machining of precision
components within its 850 by 700 by
500 mm working volume. One such part
already produced is an inlet manifold for a
track car that was machined in two
operations on the C400 rather than the eight
previously needed on a 3-axis VMC, which
took far longer and required expensive
fixtures for setting the part at varying angles.
A further complex part cost-effectively
manufactured on the latest 5-axis machine
was a dry sump that was designed and
programmed in-house using SolidWorks (New
Technology CACDAM, https://is.gd/hadowo)
and hyperMILL CAM software.
Another company leveraging the benefits
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of hyperMILL software from Open Mind
Technologies (https://is.gd/gatuno) is
Tamworth-based Alcon Components, which
provides brake and brake-related parts such
as discs, calipers, cylinders, valves, balance
bars, pedal boxes and clutches for the top
echelons of motorsport.
When it comes to machining brake
calipers, a solid aluminium billet will go
through a complete range of 5-axis machining
cycles with four individual operations.
Commenting upon this process, production
engineering manager Brian Cutler says: “The
first operation will be a lot of roughing on a
VMC, which is programmed with hyperMILL.
We’ll then hold the calipers on their side and
machine all the internal features on a 5-axis
machine. We flip it over again to finish the top
faces and it will be turned once more for the
final operation, which is the machining of
precision piston bores.”
Whereas many calipers may be made in
small volumes or as bespoke specialist
products, the company is also manufacturing
over 100 calipers per week for a high-end
sports car.
Alcon manufactures its brakes in sets,

with left- and right-hand parts. The company
says that, typically, hyperMILL can save 50%
on programming times, as it can be done
instantly. A lot of time is saved by
programming one half of a part and
performing a mirroring routine, so the next
component is produced automatically. The
cutting conditions are also respected,
meaning that if the one half is climb-cutting,
then the mirrored half will also climb cut.
Cutler explains further: “In terms of
improvements with hyperMILL, we’ve made
some pretty big savings in programming
times. I would say that a complex 5-axis
caliper previously took upwards of four weeks
to program with our previous CAM system;
this is now less than two weeks with
hyperMILL. Producing brake calipers, we
typically do a left- and right-hand caliper and
the first side takes three-four weeks to
program. Mirroring the first caliper would then
take up to another week. The mirroring
function in hyperMILL is really impressive and
enables us to produce the opposite mirrored
part in less than half a day.”
For MH Development Engineering, as it
was already a supplier to the Haas F1 Team
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in Banbury for R&D services, it was not a large leap to visit the
Haas (https://is.gd/fucuba) machine tool showroom.
Founded in 2014 by Matt Hill, initial focus was the Formula
One sector, although today a broader range of industries is
served. That said, while predominantly a subcontractor, the team
of four also design and manufacture their own products, offering
a complete design development solution. Explains Hill: “We work
for numerous F1 teams, as well as Formula E and Formula 3.
A particular specialist area of ours is servo-hydraulic systems to
enable R&D of systems and components.”
The company began with the intention of outsourcing all
manufacturing. However, the challenge of managing parts on a
tight deadline, combined with the requirement for high complexity,
soon became a problem and Hill realised he had to take control
and invest in manufacturing equipment.
He explains: “When we first decided to invest in CNC, we
approached a few machine tool suppliers for advice. Surprisingly,
we weren’t met by too much enthusiasm, given that we were
looking for our first machine. Haas, however, were more than
happy to discuss with us the range of machines available and try
to help recommend a machine that would be suitable for us,
based on the type of work we were expecting to do.
“We were already a supplier to Haas F1 Team in Banbury for
R&D services, so it was simple for us to pop in to their CNC
machine showroom for a demo. We were very glad we did.”
MDHE’s first investment was a VF-2SS Super Speed vertical
machining centre (762 by 406 by 508 mm; X, Y, Z) equipped with
a 5-axis trunnion. This was closely followed by an ST-25 turning
centre (76 mm bar; 254 mm chuck). Most recently, a DM-2 Drill
Mill Centre (711 by 406 by 394 mm; X, Y, Z) equipped with a
15,000 rpm spindle, rapids of 61 m/min, fast toolchanger and
through-spindle coolant has joined the fleet at the company.

MH Development Engineering found Haas the most responsive
when setting out on its machine tool procurement journey
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“Haas’ knowledge and guidance have been invaluable,” says
Hill. “Additionally, with our first mill they gave us a tooling voucher
for MA Ford [https://is.gd/pinigo], who we still use today. They
have also supplied three Kurt vices [CIS, https://is.gd/kuwape],
which are very versatile. We use these for any long length work
and also for second-ops in soft jaws. We’ve also purchased 5th
Axis [YMT, https://is.gd/ekixaz] gripper jaws, so we can hold
workpieces on less material. We also have two Lang vices
[Thame Workholding, https://is.gd/fahawo], one for our 5-axis
work and the other for some of the first-op work on the bed. We
have a Samchully [Thame Workholding] scroll-chuck also that we
can drop in and out of the machine.”
To program its equipment, the company uses OneCNC,
purchased from Haas with its first machine, but additionally
employs Autodesk (https://is.gd/litoha) Fusion360 cloud-based
software for programming, both milling and turning.
Concludes Hill: “We have received onsite training from Haas
with each machine we’ve bought. The training has been excellent
and really gives a good step to getting started with the machines.
We’ve continued to purchase Haas machines as the service and
support have been excellent. The guys on the road really know
the machines inside out, and are able to help us, either over the
phone or in person, when we need it.”
Moving precision up a notch is Gibbs Gears, which has
recently installed a Klingelnberg Höfler CNC external/internal gear
grinding machine at the company’s Stoke Mandeville
headquarters. The Klingelnberg Höfler Viper 500K will further
expand the busy concern’s gear grinding capacity and enable the
production of complex gear geometries to high standards.
Klingelnberg Höfler machines are available in the UK from
Micronz (https://is.gd/ohequv).
Explaining the purchase, Paul Stevens, operations director,
says: “The acquisition of the Klingelnberg Höfler Viper 500K gear
grinder was prompted largely by our growing business within the
Formula One, Formula E and other motorsport classes. It was
also driven by a significant increase in business from the
hypercar sector. The common denominators between all of these
segments is customer requirements for the highest standards of
precision and quality, the technically challenging nature of the
complex gear geometries they specify, and their frequent need for
fast delivery times.” And the speed of operation and quick
change-over are improving productivity and reducing delivery
times, he reports. ■
Gibbs Gears’ Paul
Stevens alongside
the firm’s new
Klingelnberg Höfler
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Pryor’s Portable Laser Marker is
used to engrave names on Heart
of Steel’s curved Inconel panels
Insert: Tony Foulds in front of the
Heart of Steel

Laser
markers
up to scratch
Gilo Industries invests in Datalogic Ulyxe; EMP Tooling opts for FOBA; Pryor Marking Technology
chosen for poignant work of art, plus industry news. Steed Webzell has the details

D

atalogic’s Ulyxe laser marking system
has been chosen by Gilo Industries
Group to enable the accurate
identification and traceability of parts
manufactured across its aerospace
engineering companies. Gilo worked closely
with supplier Laser Lines (https://is.gd/
tuzemo) to find a suitable solution that would
meet the immediate and future requirements
of its businesses, which develop products
and solutions for defence, commercial and
recreational applications.
“Across a number of businesses within

the Gilo Group, particularly Dorset-based
Rotron Power, which manufactures rotary
engines for UAV applications, we anticipated
a growing requirement to mark parts with
serial numbers and certification details for
improved traceability and audit purposes,”
explains Tom Prince, operations manager at
Rotron Power.
Before investing in the Datalogic laser
marking solution, serial numbers were added
by Rotron operatives using a handheld
engraver.
“We found that through the sheer nature

TYKMA Electrox Open House
TYKMA Electrox will be showcasing its laser marking systems, including a few of the
newest entry-level machines from its LaserGear line, at an Open House in Elland (home of
fellow 600 Group company Colchester Machine Tool Solutions) from 21-23 May. Visitors
to the event will be able to tour the facility and see the laser marking machines in action.
Among the laser markers on display will be the Minilase XL desktop system, which
offers a large workspace and an open interior for maximum flexibility, and a Zetalase XL
standalone system that comes equipped with a patented pneumatic door safety system
to prevent pinching and crushing. Also present at the event will be two recently-introduced
LaserGear machines: the BOQX Class 1 desktop model featuring a focus finder tool for
height adjustment; and the QUBE Class 4 machine for either toolpost use or integrated
applications.
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of the process, which relies heavily on the
handwriting of the user, the engraver
delivered very inconsistent results and often
didn’t produce the professional standard we
wanted for our brands,” Prince continues.
“Although there was a desire to mark
individual parts, we really only marked whole
engines, as the process of engraving was too
labour intensive. In addition, a lot of the
individual components that we wanted to
engrave were quite small, and the risk of
damaging parts, which might contribute to a
product failure, was too high. We needed a
solution that would provide clear part marking
with 100% accuracy, which is when we
reached out to Laser Lines.”
Gilo reviewed a number of different laser
marking technologies, including CO2 and fibrebased laser systems, before selecting
Datalogic’s DPSS (diode-pumped solid state)
Ulyxe product.
Says Chris Ogden, industrial and scientific
laser division manager at Laser Lines:
“After understanding more about the
company’s requirements and ambitions for
the technology, specifically the need to mark
alphanumeric characters, logos and machinereadable codes on various sizes and types of
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materials – including metal, metal alloys
and plastic – it was our opinion that
DPSS would be a better solution as it
delivers shorter bursts of energy that
result in a much neater mark. An on-site
demonstration of the Datalogic Ulyxe
proved this to be the case, producing
better, clearer marks on the full range of
part materials, particularly plastics.”
In addition to the quality of the marks
themselves, Gilo’s decision to install the
Datalogic Ulyxe system was further influenced
by its small form factor, minimal running
costs and flexibility.
“Compared to the other laser technologies
we tested, the Datalogic system was the best
overall fit for our business,” states Prince.
“The unit and workstation are compact, so
we haven’t had to reconfigure the shopfloor,
and we have the flexibility to move the laser
into a new workstation housing, if our future
requirements change. Already, we can see
enormous potential to save a huge amount of
time as we increase the volume of marking
on engine components.”

POINT & SHOOT INVESTMENT
While the Datalogic system is Gilo’s first foray
into laser marking, this technology has been
a mainstay of manufacturing processes at
Havant-based EMP Tooling Services for a
number of years. Recently, yet more demand
for precision laser marking across a diverse
range of components proved to be the
catalyst for another company investment,
a FOBA laser marking system from TLM Laser
(https://is.gd/nubura), this time with the
latest ‘Point & Shoot’ technology.
EMP has been witnessing an increasing
number of requests to produce miniature
laser marking content, sometimes as small
1 mm text marked
inside a 20 mm
deep bore using
FOBA’s Point & Shoot
technology
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The Datalogic
ULYXE family is
available from Laser Lines
as 0.5 mm in height. Although the laser is
more than capable of achieving this
demanding specification, manually
positioning and aligning the component for
marking becomes more challenging as the
parts and laser mark become smaller. This is
where FOBA’s Point & Shoot concept comes
into its own, making it easy for the user to
position the marking content accurately.
The Point & Shoot camera system views
through the lens on the marking field,
creating an image of the component and
displaying it in the user interface. Operators
then simply create the marking information
required and position it, using drag and drop
functionality, at the exact position required.
This ‘WYSIWYG’ camera-guided laser
marking process leads to a reduction in the
number of defective products, as well as
higher efficiency and productivity, as the
marks, even tiny ones, are always applied at
the desired location and in the specified
manner. There is also a verify function prior
to and following laser marking.
In a slightly more unusual application,
Pryor Marking Technology (https://is.gd/
tetoxa) has been busy marking 150,000
names on to the curved Inconel panels of

the 2.4 m high, 1,138 kg ‘Heart of Steel’,
which is set to become part of a 32 m
landmark sculpture called ‘The Steel Man’ –
a totemic symbol of British manufacturing
and innovation located in Yorkshire.
All of the names are being produced using
Pryor’s Portable Laser Marker, which can
engrave 90 names every 50 seconds, with
each letter measuring 0.8 mm in height.
At this size, clarity is key. Moreover, the noncontact nature of laser marking means the
engraving does not create any stress points
or deformation to the material. The Pryor
team makes regular visits to Meadowhall
Shopping Centre in Sheffield, where the
Heart of Steel sculpture currently resides,
to engrave more names.
Heart of Steel is made of 136 curved
Inconel superalloy panels and is a complex
shape. Therefore, Pryor developed a custom
mask specifically for the sculpture that
enables the machine to mark panels in a
safe and secure way. Pryor also modified the
standard software to enable complete
traceability of each name. Any name can be
engraved on the sculpture for a minimum
donation of £20 to the British Heart
Foundation.
The Pryor team was recently honoured to
mark the Heart of Steel artwork with the
name of local hero Tony Foulds. On 22
February 1944, during World War II, Foulds
witnessed the B-17 Flying Fortress known
as Mi Amigo crash at Endcliffe Park in
Sheffield. Ever since that event, he has
looked after the Sheffield memorial that is
dedicated to the 10 airmen who died in that
crash as they gallantly steered their failing
aircraft to a crash site well away from
children playing in the park below, one of
whom was Foulds. ■

SPI Lasers buys Rugby site
UK-based fibre laser designer and manufacturer SPI Lasers (https://is.gd/aﬁnij) has
purchased its 8.1 acre Rugby-based manufacturing site from landlord Kedaho Investments
Ltd in a deal worth £10.3 million. The purchase will see SPI Lasers expand its
manufacturing footprint in Rugby by 100%, bringing its total usable space up to
approximately 80,000 ft2.
Moving forward, the site will be the subject of a multi-million pound refurbishment, with
the express intention of utilising the additional space to accelerate SPI’s vertical
integration programmes and further optimise manufacturing processes. SPI manufactures
a range of pulsed fibre lasers that are said to offer high levels of versatility in marking
applications.
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TURNING NEWS IN THE ROUND

One of three Doosan machine tools
installed by Mellish Engineering Services
in support of fastener manufacturing that
requires it to cut challenging materials

Challenging cuts
Steed Webzell rounds up recent machine tool investments across
the oil and gas sector, which include latest milling, turn-mill, turning
and EDM equipment

M

ills CNC (https://is.gd/edocag) has
supplied three Doosan machines
to Mellish Engineering Services, a
private, family-owned manufacturer of
performance-critical, high-integrity and fullytraceable fasteners and hot-forged bolts
used extensively in the oil and gas sector.
The machines, a Mynx 6500/50 large
capacity vertical machining centre (1,020 by
540 by 530 mm; X, Y, Z), a Puma 2600SY
Mk II multi-tasking lathe (76 mm bar; 480
mm swing) and a DNM 4000 vertical
machining centre (520 by 400 by 480 mm:
X, Y, Z), were installed last year at the
company’s 26,000 ft2 facility in Aldridge.
Today, both standard and non-standard
fastener components are being produced by
the machines, including bolts, pins, clamps,
studs, nuts and washers. Materials, such as
Duplex and Super Duplex stainless steels,
carbon steel, titanium, Inconel and Monel,
and are machined.
Demand for Mellish fastener systems has
been fuelled by the gaining of API (American
Petroleum Institute) certification in 2017.
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Explains Mark Rattenberry, Mellish’s
managing director: “The spectacular and
rapid fall in oil prices, from a peak of $115
per barrel in June 2014 to under $35 at the
end of February 2016, had a serious effect
on our business, resulting in reduced sales
revenues and an unwelcome squeeze on
company profitability.” But the firm made the
strategic decision to plan ahead and invest
in its future. “We took a long-term view and
looked at ways to increase our share in a
relatively flat, and sometimes declining
market,” he adds. A key decision made was
to gain API certification. Rattenberry
explains: “It’s an internationally recognised
and accepted kite mark that has had a
positive impact on sales. We are always
looking at ways to increase productivity and
improve performance, and regularly audit
and review our manufacturing processes to
see how and where they can be improved.”
And the recent acquisition of the Doosan
triumvirate is evidence of a continuous
improvement programme in action.
“Our Mynx 6500/50, for example, is a

rigidly-built and constructed machine that is
ideal for heavy duty machining operations,
and for machining the hard materials we use
to manufacture fasteners,” the managing
director adds. “In the machining trial and
subsequent machining process developed by
Mills, part cycle times for machining titanium
components were reduced by 15 minutes.”
Another company recently seeking a new
vertical machining centre was Stroud-based
LB Bentley, which has identified a platform
for producing subsea valves from tough
materials: an A1165 VMC with 1,100 by
650 by 600 mm working envelope built by
Toyoda joint co-operation company Wele.
It was installed by UK sales and service
agent Whitehouse Machine Tools (https://
is.gd/iyiqug) at the start of January 2019,
with a second due for delivery shortly.
The company wanted initially to replace
two VMCs with machines capable of meeting
the tight positional tolerances (±1.5 micron)
and surface finishes (0.4 mm Ra) required
when producing components from a range of
challenging materials, including 625, 718,
725, 825 and 925 nickel alloys and Duplex/
Super Duplex stainless steels.
The ageing VMCs had a problem with
milling by circular interpolation a sealing
surface, with four transition lines apparent
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at each reversal of axis direction.
Says LB Bentley’s operations manager,
Andrew Kethro: “Our new machine is very
rigid; the load monitor highlights that it can
easily cope with the materials and depths of
cut specified. So these machines should
take us into the future, regardless of what
the industry throws our way.”
Elsewhere, 2017 saw Pryme Group begin
work on a new facility in North Tyneside that
aimed to bring a trio of acquisitions together
under one roof. The 58,000 ft2 facility, which
cost more than £10 million to refurbish, is
today home to more than 20 CNC machines,
including five recently acquired models from
Yamazaki Mazak (https://is.gd/otocah).
“The Mazak machines were bought to
extend our capabilities, specifically in heavy
duty machining,” says Dave Graham, group
business development director. “At the new
site we’re focused on a wide range of
sectors, from marine and land systems for
oil and gas customers, through to the wider
energy industry. The quality of the machines
is a vital part of winning business.”
One of the most significant recent
investments has been a Mazak e-1600V.
Equipped with a two-pallet changer, the
machine is an advanced vertical-spindle
multi-tasking machine for all-in-one chucking
that is capable of completing all machining
operations in a single machine set-up. It can
accommodate workpieces of up to
2,050 mm diameter by 1,600 mm long.
The e-1600V was joined by an Integrex

e-670H (1,070 mm machining diameter),
which is also designed for large workpiece
machining. Among the other three machines
is a Mazak HCN-6000 (800 mm travel in X,
Y and Z axes), a high rigidity horizontal
machining centre suited to high volume,
large part operations.
“Our new machines have opened up the
potential for us to move into new markets,
specifically oil and gas,” says Graham.
“There are very few contract manufacturers
in the North East who have machines
capable of tackling workpieces this size.”
At Craigellachie-based Standfast
Precision Engineering, a decision not to cut
back and downsize as the market tightened
has paid off. It meant that, when work
started to return, the company was fully
manned with the skills it needed.
Before the market cooling-off, Standfast
had looked at further machine investment,
but delayed until this year, replacing its
existing XYZ TC 250 turning centres with the
latest 78 mm bar/300 mm chuck TC 400
models from XYZ Machine Tools (https://
is.gd/kufaha).
“Working with materials such as Super
Duplex and Inconel meant we needed a
substantial machine, and while the TC 250
machines coped well, the TC 400 has
improved things considerably,” says
Standfast director Malcolm Fraser.
“The machines may look similar, but the
construction of the TC 400 models is more
substantial and their added rigidity means

they can handle bigger cuts in these
materials, while holding tolerances for
longer. Our tooling consumption has also
reduced.
“We work to some tight deadlines with
extremely short lead-times and having a
second machine was important to make
capacity available at short notice,” says
Fraser. “Therefore, when it came time to
upgrade to the TC 400 machines it made
perfect sense to bring two in at the same
time. All of the XYZ machines we’ve bought
have played a role in moving the company
forward and enhanced our ability to continue
investing.”
Remaining in Scotland, Cumbernauldbased subcontract manufacturing specialist
Cowie Engineering has continued its
investment drive by installing a Sodick
VL600Q CNC wire erosion machine from
Sodi-Tech EDM (https://is.gd/muvegi).
Replacing an existing Sodick machine, the
VL600Q has not only simplified programming
and set-up, but boosted cutting speed by
approximately 20%, the firm reports.
For the oil and gas sector, Cowie makes
parts for wireline pressure control
equipment, deployment systems, downhole
tools and exploration well testing gauges,
often from materials such as Inconel, CA104
aluminium bronze, and 4140 and 4145 alloy
steel.
“Typical [EDM] operations include the
creation of keyways, squares and splines,”
says company director Ross Cowie. ■

Starrag equipment provides the power
As part of the product ranges offered by Starrag (https://is.gd/
akakav), machines from Dörries and Scharmann, in particular, are
paying dividends in oil and gas work around the world. For
example, manufacturing piston compressors that operate at up
to 3,600 bar, Burckhardt Compression in Switzerland uses a
quartet of Starrag machines – a Scharmann Alpha 1250 M
machining centre, a Scharmann Heavyspeed 2 ram-type boring
mill, a Dörries Contumat VC 2400/200 vertical turning lathe
(VTL) and a Scharmann Ecoforce 2 HT4 machining centre –
to produce cylinders, cylinder blocks, frames, valve heads and
steering rods.
Machining components up to 5.9 m long and weighing
30 tonnes, the production routines are demanding and include
finish machining to 20 micron and producing H7 holes up to
1.3 m deep. However, the Starrag machines consistently meet all
requirements while also generating time and production savings,
compared to former methods.
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According to August Dünki, the
company’s director of large part
manufacturing: “We especially
gain benefits from the use of the
Dörries VTL’s additional
A Dörries
moveable worktable axis for set-up
VTL with component in place
and/or in-situ workpiece inspection,
and from reduced unproductive time
via the 54 kW Ecoforce 2 HT 4, which utilises head attachments
[with automatic pick-up] and robot tool handling.”
Elsewhere, Netherlands-based Mokveld is reducing long cycle
times, relocation errors and costs by machining its high pressure
control and stop valves complete in a single set-up on a Dörries
vertical lathe.
One-hit machining is also benefiting KSB of Germany, with a
Dörries VTL minimising unproductive time and replacing two/
three conventional machines in the production of pump housings.
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Gripping solutions
West Sussex-based Nova Racing Transmissions is constantly working to
tight deadlines for its motorsport customers. The company has customers
ranging from teams in the World and British Superbike championships,
down to club-level racers – producing parts on time is vital

T

o help deliver improved performance
across its machining activities, particularly
in the manufacture of gear selector forks,
the motorsport products company turned to
Ceratizit UK & Ireland’s WNT brand (https://
is.gd/tovaso).
The most recent development has been the
introduction of WNT’s ZSG4 centric vices along
with its MNG zero-point location system that is
used on the machine bed of its new XYZ 710
VMC HD (710 by 450 by 510 mm; X, Y, Z –
https://is.gd/kufaha) and additionally on the
fourth-axis unit on the machine. The result is an
on-machine flowline that delivers one complete
selector fork every cycle from a raw billet.
This new process delivers both time savings,
with set-up times halved, as well as improved
quality and consistency. Explains Daniel
Vaughan, manager, Nova Racing Transmissions:
“Prior to the adoption of the WNT MNG zeropoint and ZSG vices we used conventional vices
to hold cumbersome fixtures, now we can grip
on just 3 mm of a raw billet, machine one face
completely, transfer the part to the fourth-axis to
machine a location pin, prior to finish machining
the second face, gripped in aluminium jaws that
match the shape of the selector fork. In
addition, we are seeing improved surface finish
and consistency of parts, with repeatability of
between 2-3 micron from fork to fork.”
Gripping for the first operation, which involves

Trochoidal milling has reduced cycle times
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relatively high volumes of material to be
removed, is performed using the 80 mm wide
ZSG4 vice with serrated jaws – gripping force for
this operation is 65 Nm. The machining of the
reverse face of the fork is undertaken in a
125 mm wide ZSG vice, using aluminium jaws
that are machined to match the profile of the
selector fork, allowing the gripping force can be
reduced to 40 Nm, a major advantage in
maintaining flatness and consistency of the
finished part.
“By being able to use a much lower gripping
force, we maintain the integrity of the part,
without any deformation. This is only possible
due to the quality of the WNT ZSG4 vices,”
Vaughan qualifies. And combining the vices with
the MNG zero-point base plates also guarantees
datum points when setting up and gives Nova
greater flexibility, especially when processing
lower volumes, which occasionally involves
production of one-offs. “The speed at which we
can set up now for any part is a significant
advantage; we can swap vices over quickly in
the knowledge that the datum is a known
dimension, meaning we can quickly get back to
machining,” he adds.
As part of the process, Ceratizit UK & Ireland
applications sales engineer Michael May looked
at the entire manufacturing method for the
selector forks. Originally, these parts were
produced from round bar, which required an
initial turning operation. By switching to square
section material, this operation was eliminated,
saving cycle time and freeing up capacity on the
turning section.
Vaughan again: “Typically, we could process
65 selector forks using the lathe for the first
operation. Eliminating this work has freed up
capacity to turn enough gears to produce the
equivalent of 10 gearboxes a day, all of which
reduces pressure on deliveries to customers.”
With all the machining of selector forks now
undertaken on Nova Racing Transmissions’ XYZ
VMC, attention turned to the tooling, in an effort
to reduce cycle times.
The key to cycle time reduction was the
milling undertaken as part of operation one,
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Gripping on just 3 mm of material: WNT’s ZSG vices
where the bulk of the material is removed. Here
the decision was to use WNT’s CCR-UNI solid
carbide end-mills, which are ideal for use with
trochoidal milling strategies that allow for much
higher surface speeds, reduced cycle times and
improved tool life.
The CCR-UNI cutters feature a unique
chipbreaker ground into the flute – five or six
cutting edges, dependant on diameter – and
employ WNT’s Dragonskin multi-layer coating
technology. Initially, a 16 mm diameter cutter
was chosen but, after cutting trials, this was
reduced to 12 mm, although the trochoidal
milling depths of cut of 2xD are still achievable,
running at 260 m/min with an infeed of
1.2 mm and feedrate of 6.6 m/min. “The
changes instigated by Michael with the CCRUNI cutters made a major difference to cycle
times, with a complete selector form now being
fully machined in 10 minutes, compared to
the previous 30 minutes. Tooling costs have
also been reduced, due to extended tool life
and the fact we can use smaller diameter

cutters to achieve these results,” Vaughan
enthusiastically reports.
Concludes Nova Racing Transmissions’
designer, Michael Payne: “The world we inhabit
means that we have to react quickly to the
demands of race teams and individual
customers. With the partnership we have with
Ceratizit UK & Ireland with its WNT products and
the technical applications support, we can make
things more efficiently. The applications
engineering that Michael provides is invaluable
and is a fantastic asset, and to us is just as
important as the tooling we use.” ■

E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

A ﬁnished selector fork

One hand washes the other

• Robust design for precision
and stablility
• Multiple tooling turret options
• Large spindle bores upto
580 mm diameter
• Automated cycles fast and
simple communication
between man and machine

Nova Racing Transmissions’ partnership with Ceratizit UK & Ireland is, in fact, a two-way
street, as the motorsport specialist supplies gearboxes and gear ratios to Sam Burman
and her WNT Burman Racing MOTO 3 GP team. Sam races in the British Motostar
Championship, a support series to the British Superbike Championship. For 2019, she has
a new KTM motorcycle and the OEM gearbox will be replaced by a Nova Racing unit. This
new gearbox is an evolution of the 2014 unit that Sam previously used and brings several
advantages, as Nova Racing Transmissions’ designer Michael Payne explains: “Our gearbox
has improved lubrication that gives better oil flow to the gears, which in conjunction with
improved tooth strength on the gears themselves gives improved reliability. Performance
is also enhanced by the fact that all of the moving parts in the Nova gearbox are around
8% lighter than the OEM, giving better shift times and feel for the rider, especially at corner
entry.” The support for WNT Burman Racing will continue throughout the 2019 season, with
Nova Racing Transmissions working with Sam to produce new gear ratios, when needed.
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Cost-down drive
A Huddersﬁeld automotive ﬁrm specialising in turbocharger, transmission
and engine components for the global automotive market and with
manufacturing facilities on three continents has worked with Mapal on a
number of projects

T

he initial contact instigated over five
years ago involved a requirement to
retain tight tolerance parameters and
SPC values during production machining and,
secondly, to reduce tool inventory on its
machine tools. Frank Gallagher, Mapal’s
application engineer, explains: “This customer
is producing over 7,000 cast aluminium cam
carrier parts each week. To do this, they opted
for a series of high speed FANUC RoboDRILL
machining centres (https://is.gd/ematin) with a
BT30 spindle, Nikken (https://is.gd/oquram)
rotary trunnion and 21 tool ATC. Unfortunately,
the extremely complex parts required upwards
of 100 different tools per part – our initial
remit was to reduce inventory to meet the tool
capacity of the machines.”
One challenge was drilling. He recalls:
“We had one challenging hole that initially
required three different drills and, with limited
tool pockets on the machine, our aim was to
reduce tool inventory and operations. The three
previous steps included a pilot hole, a 12xD
drill and then a 7 mm diameter finishing drill at
40xD. The three drills were initially required to
negate the challenge of entering a cast
surface, drill wander and breakage. However,
we identified opportunities to improve the
process that was relatively time consuming
with swarf removal being a key challenge. Even
with a 40xD hole, we found a single-tool
solution.”
A similar answer was applied
to a 25 mm diameter bore
that is machined to a
70 mm depth.
Says Gallagher:
“Initially, this was
rough- and
finish-bored,
with a

Kyal Machine Tools Limited.
The Settling Rooms, Springfield Street.
MARKET HARBOROUGH
Leicestershire LE16 8BD
Tel No. 01858 467182
e-mail: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk
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Tool management has also been part of
Mapal’s input
chamfer tool finishing the process.
We eliminated this three-tool process by
introducing a single multi-stepped tool capable
of rough, semi-finish and finish machining the
precision bore with a chamfer at the end of
the tool.”
Apart from reduced tool inventory, cycle
times were also reduced. An example is a noncritical 25 mm bore, which was machined with
a Mapal [https://is.gd/qoboyi] PCD boring tool.
“We had a 25 mm bore that was taking 90
seconds to machine, because swarf clearance
and surface finish were an issue; we changed
the machining parameters on numerous
occasions to improve cycle times. However,
Mapal’s Tritan drills have played a role in
cycle time reduction
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the process required a complete strategy shift
and we manufactured a special version of the
three-flute Tritan drill to reduce cycle times
from 90 seconds to 10.”
The 400 mm by 250 mm cam carrier
components require a range of Mapal drills,
multi-function step drills, PCD grooving, boring
and face-milling tools, as well as a selection of
roll taps. To meet many of the tight tolerances
in the region of ±5 microns, Mapal guarantees
this customer a ±3 micron tolerance on the
tools to ensure all components are 100%
compliant with dimensional demands. To
guarantee this compliance, Mapal manages
tool inventory with its Unibase Tool
Management System, supported by a
weekly visit from a Mapal engineer.
The installed Unibase system has a
second, slave unit that houses tools in a
vertical position to protect them and
increase tool capacity whilst reducing floor
area. The vertical drawers have BT30
toolholding pots in the drawers to minimise
tool movement and subsequent damage.
Con-rod drilling
Gallagher goes on to explain further: “All tools
tools are a recent
are pre-set by Mapal at our Rugby
headquarters and supplied in the various BT30 Mapal development
https://is.gd/cawoqu
and shrink-fit toolholding units, meaning the
tools in the Unibase are pre-set to the required
concentricity of less than ±3 microns. This
tool lengths and ready to install directly into
very high level of precision is a necessity when
the machine, eliminating the tool pre-setting
the customer has a number of ±5 micron
process for the customer. It also eliminates
tolerances that are tied together on the cam
the opportunity for error.”
carrier parts. This can be a challenge for any
The weekly visit will see all tools checked,
customer, but having it managed by Mapal
with worn or damaged tools taken back to
experts will eliminate any
Mapal for re-grinding, re-setting and
opportunity for error.”
return to the
In conclusion, he says:
Unibase vending
“From the outset, we have
system at the
exceeded the needs of this
automotive
customer. We started by
facility. The rereducing tool inventory and
grind service
non-cutting times. From
certainly reduces
this, we have worked to
tool inventory and
continually reduce cycle
costs, giving the
times and ‘cost-per–part’
end user complete
parameters. When we installed
visibility of tooling
the Unibase system at the end of
consumption and
2017, we supplied a management
costs. However, the
system that enables the customer
Mapal service is not just
to calculate the contribution of
about cost reductions,
cutting tool costs to the overall costinventory management and
per-part. I am delighted to say that
simplification. Gallagher again:
Mapal is well below the cost-per-part
“Our PCD face-mill tools have a
parameters, as well as the continuous
series of cartridges that each
cost-down expectations of the customer
requires precision setting. Our
– something that is essential in the
in-house team will set the tools
global automotive
to a height,
PCD face-milling tools are part of the armoury
industry.” ■
diameter and
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Making regular gains
With frequent innovations in both cutting tools and workholding, it is a
challenge keeping up to date in this area. We bring you a selection of
latest developments, as published on Machinery’s website since the
beginning of the year. Sign up to our regular ezine to keep updated,
or make sure to visit www.machinery.co.uk frequently
Not solely a demonstration of cutting tools, in
fact more one of Sandvik Group’s total
capability in materials science, cutting tools
and additive manufacturing, the production of
an all-metal guitar and its demanding testing
(below) provide interesting viewing at:
https://is.gd/oyipiv.

developed to reduce axial forces and torque by
up to 30%, while improving surface finish and
tool life. https://is.gd/axezad
Widia catalogue shows latest tech
Widia’s Advances 2019 product catalogue is a
100-page publication that contains information
on newly-developed products and extensions to
Widia’s range of solid carbide and indexable
insert tooling. https://is.gd/aluhew
OMIL gripping systems from Leader Chuck
International
The OMIL range of gripping systems is now
available in the UK from Leader Chuck
International. https://is.gd/ezayaw

G Parker Aero Tooling Solutions &
KTL Tooling
Accrington, Lancs-based G Parker Aero Tooling
Solutions is now joined by the former cutting
tool operation of American aerospace group
Kaman Corporation, Kaman Tooling, which is
located in Burnley. The acquired operation will
run as KTL Tooling. Both businesses are
wholly-owned by Accrington-based Michael
Parker. https://is.gd/yotime
Online specifying/ordering of
customised tooling
Sandvik Coromant customers can
now customise a cutting tool online,
without having to speak with a
company sales representative. Time to
place an order is reduced substantially,
reducing overall tool delivery time.
https://is.gd/uquvix
Guhring Pionex threading line detailed
Guhring has published its latest catalogue that
details the arrival of the company’s new Pionex
threading line. The newly-developed generation
of flute-less and cut machine taps has been
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Big-Plus spindle system gets more fans
In addition to an already extensive list of
licensed machine manufacturers, eight more
have recently signed up to utilise Big-Plus
spindle and tooling systems from Big Kaiser on
their machine tools. Big-Plus systems are
available in the UK from Industrial Tooling
Corporation (ITC). https://is.gd/oqugoc
Seco Tools’ new president and CEO
Seco Tools has welcomed Fredrik Vejgården
(pictured) as its new president and CEO. Since
2015, Vejgården has been vice president –
strategy and business development at
Sandvik Machining Solutions (SMS),
where he has been driving the
development of the SMS strategy
and building the foundations for a
new digital division.
https://is.gd/hohizo
3D-printing now indispensable for
workholding specialist
Bespoke workholding and subcontract
machining specialist Brown & Holmes has
added 3D-printing technology to its operations
– and says it already cannot imagine life
without it. SYS Systems provided it with a
Stratasys unit. https://is.gd/bihere
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Haptic robot hand ﬁrst for remote
control and feel
Developers from Shadow Robot Co have
produced the first haptic robot hand to
transmit touch to the operator. In a
demonstration, the haptic telerobot’s first
words typed on a keyboard were “hello
world”. This is the first time anyone has typed
words by controlling a robotic hand from a
distance, and certainly the first time anyone
has been able to ‘feel’ what they type through
a robot. https://is.gd/fakemi
Coolant management system
Carillon Industrial Systems now offers the
Will-Fill coolant management system, a
patented and innovative solution that equips
metalworking machines with a “unique
add-on”. Will-Fill monitors and reports on the
metalworking fluid as it fills and refills.
https://is.gd/rabihu
Industrial Tooling Corporation
2019 catalogue
Industrial Tooling Corporation (ITC) has
released its 2019 product catalogue.
Featuring numerous cutting tool and tooling
solutions, the company has introduced a host
of newly-developed and extended product
lines. https://is.gd/badobi
Dormer Pramet buys US tooling ﬁrm
Dormer Pramet has acquired Wetmore Tool
and Engineering, a privately-owned US-based
manufacturer of customer-specified HSS and
solid carbide cutting tools.
https://is.gd/ciduhe

Tungaloy turning system
Tungaloy has introduced its TurnTenFeed
series of tools for heavy turning operations.
The newly-developed toolholder and indexable
insert line is now the company’s first choice
offer for heavy industrial applications that
demand a productive all-rounder.
https://is.gd/ahucog
PRODUCT NEWS – MILLING/BORING
ITC ﬁve-ﬂute end-mills
To complement its benchmark trochoidal
milling 5021 series, Industrial Tooling
Corporation has launched its 5031 series of
square-end and corner radius five-flute endmills. These Cupro-coated stub-length
end-mills are available in diameters from 3 to
16 mm. https://is.gd/iburuz
End-mills for micro-machining
The newly-developed JM100 Mini end-mill
series from Seco Tools is designed for
machining micro-sized workpiece surfaces in
harder materials (up to 65 HRc) and to
achieve precise surface finishes on mould
and die components. The JM100 Mini also
helps shops minimise secondary benchwork.
It is available in diameters from 0.2 to
3.0 mm, corner radii range from 0.05 to
0.3 mm, overhang lengths from 1.5xD to
20xD, while two or three flutes are present.
https://is.gd/veraso

PRODUCT NEWS – TURNING
TaeguTec heat-resistant superalloys
turning inserts
TaeguTec is easing the turning of heatresistant superalloys with the introduction of
a series of new insert designations in its
T-Turn series of turning cutting tools. With a
glossy yellow sheen, the new PVD-coated
TT3010 grade is suited to low depths-of-cut
finishing applications. PVD-coated TT3020
grade is most frequently recommended for
the machining of scaled surfaces and light
external applications in the low to medium
speed range. https://is.gd/owejug
Railway turning wheel inserts
For manufacturers struggling to manage
metalworking chips and optimise tool life in
tough turning operations, Seco’s new -RR93
and -R3 geometries, part of its RCMx range of
turning inserts (picture, next column), provide
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an answer. Designed for extreme applications
such as turning railway wheels, these
additions combine new roughing and medium
finishing chip-breakers with Duratomic coating
technology. https://is.gd/erujij

Fraisa conical-type end-mills
The latest ArCut X conical-type end-mill
concept from Fraisa, available in the UK from
Carillon Industrial Services (CIS), has side
radius curvature of up to 1,000 mm. Thanks
to this design, it is possible to realise larger
step-over distances without any significant
impact on the theoretical scallop height, so
slashing cutting times by a significant margin.
https://is.gd/alipaq
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Seco Double Quattromill 14 face-mill is
okay with low horsepower
The Double Quattromill 14 cutter from Seco
Tools allows machine shops with lower
horsepower machines to maximise their facemilling operations. Double Quattromill 14
uses double-sided inserts with eight cutting
edges for cost-effectiveness and increased
depths of cut in roughing, semi-finishing and
finishing operations. https://is.gd/nuvosu
Extended-reach end-mills
The StarMill SED range of end-mills from
TaeguTec for difficult-to-cut materials has
been expanded with the arrival of the SED4
UL range of four-flute extra-reach end-mills.
Cutters with 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 mm
diameters have an overall reach of from 63 to
92 mm, depending on diameter. With a flute
length from 10 to 40 mm, these allow access
in small cavities and difficult-to-reach
surfaces. https://is.gd/agekol
Boring tool combines operations
Sandvik Coromant’s CoroBore BC (Boring
Combination) range of
solutions (pictured, right)
comprise Tailor Made tools for
high volume applications.
Using CoroBore BC, firms can
perform different operations,
such as semi-finishing and
chamfering, with a single tool.
https://is.gd/upupiz
Horn lightweight milling
system
Horn’s DTM lightweight milling
system includes two newlydeveloped versions. DTM.CX09 arbour milling
cutters are roughing tools for high cutting
depths and place fewer demands on surface
quality, while the DTM.CX09.AL.F face-mill for
finishing adds an adjustable body to the
existing product range. Axial run-out can be
adjusted to microns, using a presetter.
https://is.gd/ecetec

Kyal Machine Tools Limited.
The Settling Rooms, Springfield Street.
MARKET HARBOROUGH
Leicestershire LE16 8BD
Tel No. 01858 467182
e-mail: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk

Precise boring system
Nexus is Rigibore’s latest solution for the
precise and consistent machining of large
diameter bores between 275 and 2,010 mm
diameter. Making use of Rigibore’s Zenith
system, Nexus is a self-contained unit that
can be mounted to Wohlhaupter flanges, with
the unit containing a wireless transceiver,
battery and one of Rigibore’s ActiveEdge
cartridges. Inserts can be adjusted for
diameter either manually, using the
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ActiveEdge Remote control, or automatically,
if used in conjunction with Rigibore’s Zenith
Industry 4.0-compliant automation system.
https://is.gd/irareh
Brammer Cutline introduced
Cutline is a newly-developed range of high
performance rotary cutting tools from
Brammer. It includes: countersinks and
counterbores; indexable cutting tips; drill bits;
milling/routing cutters; reamers; and
threading dies and threading taps.
To complement the tools, Brammer has
established a team of tooling experts.
https://is.gd/eyazay
Numerous Walter milling developments
Walter AG has released a number of milling
developments: a new PCD cutter able to
machine both aluminium and bi-metal (grey
iron-aluminium) workpieces by utilising a
number of indexable inserts, each optimised
for different applications; two new long-life
solid carbide cutters (MC319 and MC320
Advance), specifically for roughing; an
expanded range of
M4000 cutters of up to
315 mm diameter for
larger workpieces; and
next-generation Xtra·tec
XT (Xtended Technology)
shoulder- and face-mills
for increased productivity
and process reliability.
https://is.gd/agugib
Titanium cut at
1,000 cm3/min
Kennametal’s latest
helical milling cutter, the Harvi Ultra 8X, is
designed to maximise metal removal rates.
During recent tests, the cutter ripped away
more than 1,000 cm3 of titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) in
just one minute. https://is.gd/suxaxo
PRODUCT NEWS – WORKHOLDING
HSK interface vice supports
5-axis machining
1st Machine Tool Accessories is offering the
newly-developed Swift Klamp for use with 3-,
4- and 5-axis machining centres. Workpieces
up to 200 mm square or diameter can be
accommodated. https://is.gd/isicoc
Magnetic clamping units
Machinists can now freely position and hold
workpieces on large surfaces, thanks to
Norelem’s magnetic clamping balls. Available
in four different sizes with magnetic faces of
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80 to 160 mm diameter, parts are secured by
means of a permanent magnet that has a
nominal magnetic force of up to 100 N/cm2.
https://is.gd/imores
Roemheld tombstone
ﬁxture
New towers (right) from
Roemheld UK are for
clamping multiple
workpieces on the table
or pallet of horizontal
machining centres.
TS towers feature four
vertical faces for
holding four, eight or
16 parts, while TS
TriStar versions have
three faces for securing
three, six or 12 parts.
https://is.gd/toyezi
Clamping vices for
six-side machining
Röhm’s upgraded KZS centric-clamping vices
are suitable for, among other things, six-sided
machining involving two clamping operations
on round or prismatic workpieces. The latest
KZS range deliver clamping forces of up to
55 kN, an increased clamping range of 20%
and a reduced interference contour for an
optimal chip flow. https://is.gd/eyuric

Seco Power Milling Chucks
Seco Tools has introduced its Power Milling
Chucks, which are said to offer levels of
holding power and transmittable torque that
rival those of hydraulic and shrink-fit holder
types. The Power
Milling Chuck delivers
5 micron runout
accuracy at 3xD.
https://is.gd/zirane
Dormer Pramet tool
vending solution
The range of ProLog
vending system from
Dormer Pramet has
been extended
through the addition
of three machines –
SaveRing, SaveBin
and SaveRent.
In addition to the
standard check-in/
check-out features,
reports are available to provide detailed
analysis of performance. https://is.gd/hupoxu

HORIZONTAL /
VERTICAL LATHES
FOR ULTRA
PRECISION
TECHNOLOGY

Arno Star sliding-head toolholder system
Arno Werkzeuge’s AWL direct-mount
toolholder (below) for Star Swiss-type lathes
is for turning or grooving tools. Integrated and
adjustable high pressure coolant supply of up
to 130 bar is supported. https://is.gd/roﬁlu

Indexing head suits manual or CNC
Suitable for use with manual mills or CNC
vertical machining centres, a manuallyadjustable indexing head has been introduced
by 1st Machine Tool Accessories. RotaVice
can be rapidly set to position a component at
multiple rotary angles in the horizontal plane
for milling and drilling. https://is.gd/ihocok
PRODUCT NEWS – ACCESSORIES
TDM tool management update
A complete overview about all tools in all
machining processes is possible, with
individual workflows created using the
integrated configurator for ‘managing the tool
circle’. The optional-to-integrate ‘machining
centres’ offers further benefits.
https://is.gd/pobivo
Novo digital process planning system
The Widia Novo digital process planning system
has been enhanced with newly-designed
elements to enrich content and continue
streamlining machine shop processes.
Availability in the UK is via Industrial Tooling
Corporation. https://is.gd/pilaba

www.machinery.co.uk

Zeus diamond burnishing tools
Hommel + Keller’s Zeus diamond burnishing
tools can create surfaces with roughness
depths of less than Rz 1 µm on almost any
geometry and material. UK availability is via
Floyd Automatic Tooling. https://is.gd/huyoyo
Spindle maintenance/service kit
Making use of specialist monitoring
equipment from partner OTT-Jakob and
components from its own toolholding
inventory, Gewefa UK has developed a ‘kit of
parts’ for those involved in machine tool
spindle maintenance and servicing.
https://is.gd/yadubu
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MARKET HARBOROUGH. Leicestershire LE16 8BD
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SUBCONTRACTING SUBCON BRINGS BUYERS & SUPPLIERS TOGETHER

Sourcing showtime
This year’s event will boast expanded exhibition space as Subcon (www.subconshow.co.uk)
is co-locating with Advanced Manufacturing Show and The Engineer Expo for the ﬁrst time

A

cross three days, these events will
showcase the complete manufacturing
solution, covering design, prototyping
and development, contract and subcontract
products and services, through to machine
tools, systems and equipment.
The Engineer Expo is dedicated to the
advanced engineering that supports UK
manufacturing and design. There’ll be 36
free-to-attend sessions covering industry
developments and engineering projects.
Advanced Manufacturing Show is described
as a showcase for next-generation
technologies.
“Across all industry sectors, businesses
looking to source suppliers and secure the
right partners to keep them competitive, head
to Subcon,” says Gordon Kirk, event director,

Subcon. “We are incredibly excited to return
to the NEC. We have already decided to
expand the exhibition space for 2019 as we
co-locate with Advanced Manufacturing Show
and The Engineer Expo for the first time.”
For 2019, free-to-attend Subcon has
unveiled the Subcon Launchpad and
Launchpad Awards to showcase cutting-edge
innovations from across the industry. The
initiative aims to propel manufacturing- and
engineering-based start-ups by giving them an
opportunity to share their innovations with
thousands of professionals that have the
power to guide them to success.
Eight entrepreneurs will be given a free
stand in the Launchpad area, as well as
entered into the inaugural Subcon Launchpad
Awards. Each exhibitor will be asked to

present their innovation on stage to a panel
of expert judges. The winner’s prize will be a
£10,000 package plus a free stand on the
main floor at Subcon 2020, together with
comprehensive PR and marketing support.
To qualify, businesses must be under
three years old, with a product or service that
relates to engineering and/or manufacturing.
Among the many exhibiting subcontractors
at Subcon will be Dawson Precision
Components (DPC), which was recently
involved in the supply of a range of
components for a specialist microphone
manufacturer that uses elements of vintage
audio design in its contemporary sound
equipment.
Oldham-based DPC is producing CNCmachined parts for the BMx2 Valkyr Blumlein

Sourcing survey looks at risk
The Global Supply Chain Risk Report for Q4 2018 from Cranfield School of Management
and Dun & Bradstreet reports that the manufacturing sector had a stable year, in terms of
all metrics, except Global Sourcing Risk, which decreased in the last quarter by 25%,
indicating a marked reduction in buying companies sourcing from suppliers in high-risk
countries.
However, that is still at the highest level for the seven sectors reported, with 11% of
the relationships being with suppliers located in high-risk countries. The Supplier Criticality
metric for the manufacturing sector was around 36% – the second lowest for the sectors
reported, indicating that the perception of dependence on suppliers is relatively low.
Financial Risk was around 22%, and Foreign Exchange Risk was around 42%, in both
cases the second highest out of the sectors reported, which, in addition to manufacturing,
take in construction, infrastructure, wholesale, retail, finance and services.
Simon Howes, CEO of Exelin Group, p36
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stereo ribbon microphone, which is made by
Extinct Audio, based in York, and is partly
inspired by Danish microphones from the
1950s and 1960s. While DPC has made
parts for audio components for vinyl record
turntables, it is the first time it has machined
precision parts for microphones.
Says Simon Dawson, DPC managing
director: “All the components are machined
by DPC in Oldham for assembly by the client
in York. The microphone body is made from
nickel-plated brass, which has been ceramic
bead-blasted to produce a satin finish. The
microphone’s frame, which is set within the
body, is made from nickel-plated steel with
acetal plastic and aluminium components.
“DPC has also supplied vibration mounts
for the microphones. Each mount is made
from CNC-machined aluminium and clamps
the microphone gently but firmly in its jaws.
The mount has a twin-yoke design and eight
rubber contact points to reduce any
transmission of vibrations from the
microphone stand to the microphone itself.
The mount includes eight sets of thrust
bearings for smooth operation and a rear
thumbwheel to adjust the mount jaws.”
Extinct Audio is run by Stewart Tavener
and Adam Watson. Speaking about working
with DPC, Watson says: “We work with a
number of engineering firms and one of them
suggested we approach DPC for these

microphone components. Some suppliers
tend to be more focused on contracts to
supply mass volumes of big
components. However, DPC has
always shown great interest in all
aspects of our work, which includes
supplying short runs of smaller
components for our microphones.
“From the start of discussions to
completing the work, DPC has treated
us fantastically. For example, we had
a production meeting with them early
on that lasted a full day. That
illustrated how engaged they were
with our products and needs. They
finessed everything we were doing,
including drawings, prototypes and
tolerances. This was all part of their service.
“At each stage of the process, DPC also
suggested additional ideas for production
improvements, better finishes and so on.
They have been excellent.”

CONFERENCE SPEAKERS
Back to the show more generally and the first
wave of Subcon speakers has been revealed
as part of its co-located conference
programme, with these taking in industry
pioneers such as Siemens and Rolls-Royce,
as well as thought leadership presentations
from organisations that include MakeUK
(formerly EEF), the Manufacturing Technology

Conference programme speakers
Those confirmed include:
■ Brian Holliday, managing director, Siemens Digital Industries, who will deliver a
keynote address covering the latest developments and momentum around Industry 4.0
■ Mark Ireland, chief engineer, MTC, who will be speaking on the MTC Sit Ski project
and the role of collaboration
■ Stephen Phipson, CEO, MakeUK, covering the impact of Brexit and the changes felt
throughout the manufacturing supply chain
■ Riona Armesmith, chief project engineer, Hybrid Electric Propulsion, Rolls-Royce, who
will talk about the development of electric/hybrid aircraft and the E-Fan X project
■ Lina Huertas, head of technology strategy, digital manufacturing, MTC, will be covering
the technologies set to transform manufacturing
■ Jeremy Pullen, Sartorious, on what is next for additive manufacturing
■ Steve Banton, channel manager, ABB Robotics, on the development of cobotics and
where it will make its impact felt
■ Rachel Edes, WMG, on the challenge and opportunity of creating a domestic supply
chain for electric vehicles
■ Nick Hawker, CEO and co-founder, First Light Fusion, who will speak on the
commercial application of nuclear fusion
■ Martin Little, commercial director, Rail Alliance, who will bring to light overlooked
opportunities in the railway sector
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w
Simon Dawson, MD at subcontractor
DPC, holds the Extinct Audio microphone

Centre (MTC) and WMG (formerly the
Warwick Manufacturing Group) – see
box below for more details.
Siemens Digital Industries’
managing director, Brian Holliday,
says of his keynote: “My intention is
to offer some insight into the benefits
of industrial digitalisation, to look
beyond the hype to the company, employee
and economic benefits of embracing digital
technology, and to explore some practical
examples in Edge Computing, AI and Cloud
Technology, to name a few.”
A final thought on this year’s event is that
perhaps the Brexit situation is delivering
some good news to UK-based subcontractors,
according to the UK SME Manufacturing
Barometer from SWMAS and partner
Economic Growth Solutions. The most recent
survey, published in March, specifically asked
whether, within the next 12 months,
companies intended to relocate any of their
supplier base for raw materials and
components, sub-assemblies and bought-in
part-finished or finished goods.
Over a quarter (27%) said they were
considering relocating supply currently
sourced in the EU to elsewhere – importantly,
nearly 20% of this figure said they could
instead seek these suppliers in the UK. There
is more opportunity for the UK too with 8% of
UK SME manufacturers saying they could
relocate suppliers currently based outside the
EU to the UK.
“The effort of sourcing and securing new
suppliers indicates UK SME manufacturers
are investing a significant amount of time and
resource as they identify and establish
relationships with them,” says Simon Howes,
CEO of Exelin Group (encompassing SWMAS).
“Interestingly, the finding that nearly a
third of respondents say they’re looking to
move suppliers to the UK also suggests a
significant opportunity for the UK market to
capitalise on meeting the supply needs of
home-grown manufacturers,” he concludes. ■
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PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com

Deep Hole Drilling

CNC Training/Programming
GARDNER
C.N.C.

www.mollart.com

Supplying unrivalled CNC
training & applications
support for over 30 years

FOR THE HOLE SUBCONTRACT SOLUTION
Precision deep hole drilling from
0.5 - 80 mm dia. x 3 metres deep

4 CNC Training on all CNC controls

• Off-centre and multi-bore capability
• Gun drilling as small as 0.5 mm
• Thin-wall expertise
• Added value turning and milling

4 CNC Programming for all machines
4 CAM, DNC & Verification software
4 Independent, unbiased advice

t: 01926 614882 f: 01926 614884
e: info@gardner-cnc.co.uk
w: www.gardner-cnc.co.uk

Mollart Surrey - Neil Anderson 0208 391 2282
Mollart South Wales – Wayne Thomas 01639 711144

EDM

CNC Machining/Services

• Small-Medium batches
• CNC Milling
• CNC Turning
• Grinding
• Metal and Plastic
• Assembly
ISO 9001:2008 Accreditation

Measuring Equipment

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.

SALES

Final Cleaning
In-process Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Spraywash

SPARES & ACCESSORIES

01420 544909

Visit our website for a large
selection of high quality
used wire erosion and spark erosion machines.
New and used spares and accessories always available.

Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

Tel: +44(0)1604 671 251
Email: sales@hillsideadr.co.uk
Web: www.hillsideadr.com

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

Cleaning & Degreasing

TBT
UK LIMITED

EDM SALES & SERVICES
T: +44 (0)1594 826779 F: +44 (0)1594 826748
E: sales@edm.co.uk W: www.edm.co.uk

Honing

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Aqueous Ultrasonics
Precision Cleaning

01420 544909
sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

TBT UK Limited, Gorsey Lane,
Coleshill, Birmingham B46 1JU
Tel: 01675 433250 • Fax: 01675 433260
Email: info@tbtuk.com

Subcontract Services

Specialists in Machining &
Gear Cutting
• 5 Axis CNC Machined Parts
• Precision Gears up to 600mm
• Ground Gears up to 400mm
• Gear Racks up to 3 metres long
For your subcontract machining and gear
cutting requirements contact us today:

T: +44 (0) 161 432 0222
E: enquiries@minigears.co.uk

www.minigears.co.uk

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

For all the latest news,
follow us on twitter
@Machinerytweets

Spindle Repair

PRECISION DEEP HOLE DRILLING

• Deep hole drilling machines in
standard and special design
• Gun drills and accessories
• Deep hole drilling units and coolant
systems
Probably
the largest
• Subcontract deep hole
stock of
gundrills in
drilling service
the UK
• Spares and service for
TBT, GKT and SIG machines

Precision Cleaning

Subcon Drilling Limited is a
highly professional Company
whose entire experience and
energy is focused solely on
Gun Drilling, Deep Hole Drilling,
Honing, CNC Machining and
Superfinishing.

SPINDLE REBUILD
AND REPAIR
SPINDLE TYPES

Tel 01442 205960
Email dean@subcondrilling.co.uk
Email

www.subcondrilling.co.uk

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CNC Machining
Centres
CNC Lathes
Grinders
Boring Heads
Head Stocks
Tail Stocks
Conventional Machine Tools etc.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TELEPHONE: Joe Opitz on 01322 221144 • FAX: 01322 221188 • EMAIL: joe.opitz@markallengroup.com

Deep Hole Drilling

Deep Hole Drilling Deep Hole Boring CNC Gundrilling

EDM Drilling CNC Milling CNC Honing CNC Turning

We’re precise . . . 92% Excellence Rating, 99% On Time Delivery, 99% Product Quality, 98% 24hr Quotes . . . from start to perfect ﬁnish.
Hone-All Precision Limited Cherrycourt Way, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4UH Telephone 0845 5555 111 E.mail sales@hone-all.co.uk hone-all.co.uk

Spraywash

Spindle Repair

Precision Spindle
Rebuilding
We offer a complete rebuild
service of:
• CNC Machining centre spindles
• CNC Lathe heads
• Grinding spindles (both belt
driven & high frequency types)
• Tailstocks
• Fine borng spindles
• Milling spindles
• Centre-less grinding spindles,
workheads, wheelheads etc.
For the most comprehensive and personal
service on spindle rebuilding call Technova.

TECHNOVA PRECISION LTD
Unit 8a Paragon Way, Bayton Road Ind Est,
Exhall, Coventry, West Midlands CV7 9QS
Tel: 02476 366503 Fax: 02476 361979
Email: will@technovaprecision.com
Web: www.technovaprecision.com

Ultrasonic Cleaning

In-process Cleaning • Final Cleaning
Degreasing • Phosphate Coating
Rust/Paint Removal

In-process Cleaning
Final Cleaning
Spraywash
Ultrasonics

01420 544909

01420 544909

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

sales@turbex.co.uk
www.turbex.co.uk

Vacuums and coolant filtration

FM 38790

Workholding

HAINBUCH is a world leader in the design
and manufacturing of extremely precise
and exceptionally rigid work holding
solutions. We specialize in difficult
applications yielding exceptional results.
Call: +44 [0] 1543 478710

Click: www.hainbuch.com

Wanted Welding Plant

/ SUPPORTING
MANUFACTURING
SINCE 1962 /

GET
BETTER
RESULTS
/ IMPROVE YOUR MACHINING AND CLEANING
PROCESS. FIND OUT HOW WITH YOUR FREE ON
SITE DEMONSTRATION /
01386 561113
FREDDY-PRODUCTS.CO.UK

TIME TO SELL
Welding Equipment
CNC Plasma Cutters
Positioning Machinery
Old stock or surplus used plant
Top prices paid and no
messing around!
T: +44 (0)116 2983631
E: purchasing@westermans.com
W: westermans.com

For all the latest news, follow us on twitter @Machinerytweets

Wanted Machine Tools

Is this the Best Wanted Advert Ever Written?
No it’s not.
But we do want to buy your surplus Tool Room Equipment! CNC, Lathes, Mills, Drills and all other types of
Engineering Equipment. Call us today to turn your used machines and old equipment into cash.

*07752 569191*
*Quality Used Machine Tools*
www.jetmachinery.co.uk

25
this month

Political big gun’s METCUT attendance boosts industry’s mood; UK robot milestone;
metal injection moulding; rapid prototyping & mould tools; manual/CNC lathe
development; UK motion control anniversary; political/industrial news, and more
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Channel Tunnel
officialy opened

▼Camelot Group wins contract to

▼
Wet Wet Wet’s ‘Love Is
All Around’ (Four Weddings & a Funeral);
starts 15 weeks as
No 1 single (British
act record)

run UK’s first National
Lottery
•

PA

▼

3D Systems can deliver plastic parts that can be used as core
and cavity patterns to support investment casting of mould tools
– cheaper and more accurate than conventional methods, it is
claimed by the company.
A Grundig control system (Manual Plus) retrofitted to reengineered manual lathe, where both handwheel control and
push-button application of NC cycles are possible, is shown at reengineering show REMEX. Such combined manual/CNC control of
lathes will become quite a feature in coming years. (Grundig,
which bought Philips’ CNC business, was acquired by Heidenhain
in 1997.)
UK motion control specialist North East Electronics, the
country’s largest independent manufacture of controls, is
celebrating its 20th anniversary (company now closed). And Vero
International (now part of Hexagon AB) is celebrating the success
of its Visi-CAD Mould 3D software launched earlier in the year;
it has gained 12 users. Incorporating some CAM functionality,
it works alongside the company’s dedicated CAM software for a
complete solution.
An industrial/political element is brought to the magazine as
we report that ex-Matrix Churchill director Paul Henderson, author
of ‘The Unlikely Spy’ book published following the ‘arms to Iraq’
affair, has become chief executive of Production Systems
International (company now closed), a holding company for a
welding specialist and a cutting technology expert. Co-directors
are MP John Butcher and Peter Brasier.
In feature articles this month: results of our survey on quality
and reliability; a separate subcontracting supplement focusing on
quality standard BS5750; a milling and boring special report (this
does not include machining centres); we look at the
market for vertical machining centres having X axes up
to 1 m; plus, how the CNC grinding process is being
whittled away by other techniques. ■

PA

Three-time F1
world champion
Ayrton Senna
killed, crashes at
San Marino Grand
Prix in Imola, Italy

PA

▼
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ith the METCUT exhibition having just closed its doors,
hopes for a successful show following a deep recession
had been high and a mood of optimism was now being
celebrated. That’s because, for the first time in 20 years, a UK
Prime Minister paid a visit to such an event, with John Major
formally opening the exhibition. Treasury and DTI officials had
also paid visits. Proof that the government values manufacturing,
it was believed. Not that Major had a comforting message,
though: “British manufacturers are having to compete with a
tougher world then ever they have faced at any stage in the past.”
Investment, training and education will be key, as ever, but
government support for those areas could not be reported by the
magazine at this time.
We returned to those same three factors in the next issue of
May, lauding their necessity and praising individual examples of
training, but could only end by saying that we now know that
Major’s predecessor Margaret Thatcher’s view that making things
would become less and less important to the country was wrong.
In news we report that the “largest cross-border merger in
history” of Switzerland’s Brown Boveri and Sweden’s ASEA to
produce ABB in 1988 now celebrates a turnover of
$30bn and 34,000+ robots installed; its
1,000th UK robot installation took place in
1993 on the back of a doubling of sales to
200 units that year, too.
We have details about an Israeli company
that specialises in metal injection moulding
(MIM), most suitable for small parts and
considered a replacement for their production
via sintering or casting.
A rapid prototyping
development from
stereolithography originator

▼
Labour party leader
John Smith dies;
Tony Blair & Gordon
Brown’s Granita
restaurant meeting to
agree who will succeed

Four Weddings image: Carolyn Jenkins / Alamy Stock Photo
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